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Executive Summary
This Technical Note presents the Minimum Data Quality Standards definition process undertaken for the
GEO LDN Initiative between December 2019 and June 2020.
The logic behind the GEO LDN Initiative, as suggested by UNCCD, is that there needs to be a tiered
approach ranging from minimum data standards, through to good practice, through to software and
decision tools. As the logic progresses through those stages, the user has more flexibility in how to
make decisions on the monitoring and reporting requirements. This logic structure drives the thinking
behind the work reported in this Technical Note.
The consultation process implemented in early 2020 and reported on in this Technical Note is formative,
purposive and inclusive. This means that it is stepwise where each stage must build on the step before
it, that each step starts by approaching those with rich knowledge and a history of past engagement,
and that the entire process is open and invites comments and interaction.
This process involved a multi-phase consultation of data providers and data users. Each phase involved
a written survey sent to a select number of potential respondents, as well as a workshop component.
The information from the data provider survey, and five subsequent interactive online workshops, was
used to generate a series of proposed standards and became the starting point for the user consultation.
A number of users logged in to an online workshop, resulting in an attendance rate of 65%, and
demonstrating the high interest and engagement of individuals, organisations and countries surrounding
the GEO-LDN Initiative process. The users opinions on the proposed standards were used to form a
coherent base from which to generate Decision Trees and inform the Good Practice Guidance update.
Alongside this Technical Note document is a document of Appendices which provide a set of Standards
Topic Cards. These list the questions asked, the decision made regarding a given potential standard,
and the outputs of the consultation. A further document provides the Decision Trees themselves.
Together, these three documents provide the output of the Minimum Data Quality Standards process.
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1 Introduction
Context
The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) is the custodian agency for
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) indicator 15.3.1, the “proportion of land that is degraded over total
land area”. Through the UNCCD national reporting process in 2018, country data have been compiled,
validated and submitted, along with regional and global aggregates, to the United Nations Statistics
1
2
Division for inclusion in the SDG indicator global database and in the SDG Report 2019. As part of the
outcomes from that process, in October 2019 SDG indicator 15.3.1 was upgraded to the Tier 1 status by
the Inter-Agency Expert Group on SDG indicators. Despite these achievements, there is a need to
further enhance national capacity to use Earth observation (EO) data and information to assess and
map degraded land, not only for reporting purposes, but also to prioritise interventions and monitor
outcomes of efforts to achieve land degradation neutrality (LDN) targets.
The Group on Earth Observations Land Degradation Neutrality (GEO LDN) Initiative is a unique
stakeholder-driven initiative with a clear policy mandate from UNCCD. It helps national and local actors
in all countries use Earth observations to achieve LDN. The Initiative does this by developing data
quality standards, analytical tools and building capacities in countries to effectively monitor land
degradation at national and subnational level. This helps countries in fulfilling their reporting obligations
for UNCCD national reports and reporting on SDG indicator 15.3.1 every four years as well as in guiding
planning and decision making processes to achieve LDN. In addition, the technical guidance, tools and
capacity building measures provided to countries from this GEO Initiative are fundamentally linked to
other areas of the GEO Work Programme. Countries are asked to use their own national data, and the
data quality standards outlined in this report are designed to help them in doing so and to ensure - as
much as possible - a comparable data quality between reporting agencies. Default global data are
provided, but these should only be used when countries do not have access to their own national data
for any of the three sub-indicators: land cover, land productivity and soil organic carbon data. The
requirements for the global default data include suitable: temporal coverage (the availability of sufficient
time series), timeliness (the availability of future updates at regular intervals), spatial coverage,
appropriate spatial resolution, openly accessible and more.
There are three working groups to deliver on the GEO LDN Initiative: one on capacity building, one on
data quality standards and one on data analytics (Figure 1)

1
2

See https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/database/

See https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2019/goal-15/ and

https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/files/report/2019/secretary-general-sdg-report-2019--Statistical-Annex.pdf
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Figure 1: The three working groups comprising the GEO LDN Initiative.

The main task of Working Group 2 is to develop “minimum” Data Quality Standards (DQS) and
specifications for the underlying data, methodology/algorithms, data products and tools used for
calculating SDG indicator 15.3.1 and estimating changes in its sub-indicators (land cover, land
productivity and soil organic carbon). The objective in developing these minimum data quality standards
is to ensure consistency, coherence and comparability of data sets supplied by various global or national
data providers in support of country efforts to monitor SDG 15.3.1.

Process
The logic behind the GEO LDN Initiative, as suggested by UNCCD, is that there needs to be a tiered
approach ranging from minimum data standards, through to good practice, through to software and
decision tools. As the logic progresses through those stages, the user has more flexibility in how to
make decisions on the monitoring and reporting requirements. This logic structure drives the thinking
behind the work reported in this Technical Note.
The consultation process implemented in early 2020 and reported on in this Technical Note is formative,
purposive and inclusive. This means that it is stepwise (see figure 2) where each stage must build on
the step before it, that each step starts by approaching those with rich knowledge and a history of past
engagement, and that the entire process is open and invites comments and interaction.
The work has been divided into two main phases, the first focused on data providers, the second (which
3
builds on the first) focused on end users. Following a review and orientation period, a Minimum DQS
survey was sent to a defined group of global data providers and data specialists in February 2020. A
DQS workshop was originally planned to be held in Bonn, Germany in late March 2020. This was to be
held in person, and would consist of approximately 60 invited guests meeting face-to-face for 2 days,
with a third day dedicated to the update of the UNCCD Good Practice Guidance (GPG) for SDG
Indicator 15.3.1 document. Due to the global Covid-19 pandemic, the in-person workshop was cancelled
and a rapid process of reworking the workshop for online delivery was completed.
The work to which this Technical Note refers was advertised in October 2019 and awarded to Geoger Ltd, UK, in
November 2019. This data quality standards work commenced in December 2019.
3
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Following successful completion of the online workshops, a series of proposed standards were devised
and a national data provider and data user consultation process was started. A series of decision trees
were created to aid the data provider and data user in better understanding suitable routes to meeting
the data standards.

Figure 2: The formative stepwise approach undertaken by the GEO LDN Initiative Minimum DQS
process, where each step builds on the one before it (starting with a review process).

Logistics
As an outcome of the UNCCD COP 12 in Ankara, the Parties encouraged the UNCCD Secretariat to
explore progress through an international organisation such as GEO. The purpose of this was to ensure
that the monitoring and assessment needs were integrated into ongoing efforts to collect environmental
observations. It was also decided that the GEO LDN Initiative should be implemented to find solutions to
the issue of divergent data. A GEO “Initiative” permits investment by countries and EO organizations.
While GEO is hosted by the World Meteorological Office (WMO), it is not a United Nations (UN) body
and as such has limited funds as a secretariat. All GEO processes are conducted in English and no
funds are made available for translation or interpretation, at an official level.

2 Phase-1: Data Providers / Data Specialists
Survey
In February 2020 a DQS survey was sent to 31 representatives of data provider organisations or data
4
specialists. The respondents were identified using a chain referral process based on their expertise in
4

The selection of potential survey respondents was based on a key respondent / expert elicitation sampling

approach, using chain referral to ensure strong representation of the required expertise. Expert elicitation is a type
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the development of the three indicators under consideration. The majority of those approached had an
existing link to the LDN process, but others that were new to the process were included to widen the
views in the responses. Of the 31 people approached, responses were submitted by 13. This resulted in
5
a survey response rate of 42% .
Tables 1 and 2 break the responses down geographically and by responding institution. It is
acknowledged that the survey was not designed with an equal geographical spread of those
approached, but rather with a specific group of specialists in mind. However, the tables highlight the fact
that Latin America could have been better represented and that there was a good mix of responding
organisations.
Table 1: Survey responses by continent
Africa

Asia

Australia

Europe

N America

Latin America

1

1

2

8

1

0

Table 2: Survey responses by organisation
Organisation

Count

Universities

3

Independent consultants

2

European Space Agency (ESA)

1

European Environment Agency (EEA)

1

Conservation International (CI)

1

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

1

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)

1

Centre de Recerca Ecològica i Aplicacions Forestals (CREAF)

1

Chinese Academy of Sciences

1

International Soil Reference and Information Centre (ISRIC)

1

of purposive sampling technique that is particularly useful in exploratory qualitative research where a small number
of people with a particular expertise can provide essential information in establishing priorities among options. It is
particularly useful when the overall population is small, and when the input of a limited number of well-informed
respondents is needed for making logical (rather than statistical) generalizations, and where there may be a lack of
empirical evidence or where uncertainty levels may be high. See https://doi.org/10.1093/reep/rex022
5
Because this response rate was lower than desired, experts who participated in the following step of the expert
elicitation, an online series of workshops followed by a Plenary Session (see Section 4) were asked if the inputs
accurately represented the larger population of experts. The response rate was viewed as accurately representing
the population, given the online-only nature of the survey, the complexity and specificity of the subject matter, and
the unfolding global health crisis at the time. See: https://doi.org/10.1093/poq/nfu052
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Online Workshops
In late March 2020 the in-person, 2-day DQS workshop was switched to a series of five 3-hour online
workshops. These were held over three days and were timed to allow all participants to join at a local
time that was broadly within their working day, in order to maximise attendance.
The workshops were designed in such a way that maximum interaction could be elicited from the
6
participants. Alastair Graham worked alongside Michael Tighe to generate the content for, and
facilitate, the workshops. The workshops were provided using the Zoom platform and made extensive
use of the tools in that software: polls, chat pane, user registration and breakout rooms. Indeed, active
use of the chat pane was encouraged as a method of capturing the direct opinions of the attendees. A
number of members of the WG2 organising team were key in making each workshop flow well: one
person was required to present and facilitate; another to monitor the chat pane and keep time; one to
take independent minutes in the background; and two more to facilitate the online breakout rooms. Each
workshop was a team effort. Attendee invitations were deliberately restricted for each workshop to allow
the maximum number of people to engage and feel able to put forward an opinion.
In total, 66 invitations were sent. Overall, 32 invites joined the workshops, resulting in an attendance rate
of 48%. Table 3 provides a breakdown of attendance by the location of the attendee. Again, it is evident
that there is under-representation from South America, which might be due to language barrier issues as
the consultation was only able to be conducted in English. A greater parity of response between the
continents is something to be engaged with in future updates.
Table 3: Workshop attendance by continent
Africa

Asia

Australia

Europe

N America

Latin America

6

1

4

16

5

0

Table 4 shows the organisation that participating attendees represented at each of the five online
workshops.

Table 4: Attendee representation at each workshop
WS1 participants
Chinese Academy of Sciences
CSIRO x 4
Independent
WS2 participants
JRC
DLR x 2
Brockmann Consult
Wageningen University
6

https://virtual-teamwork.com/
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Umweltbundesamt in Osterreich
Specto Natura (Independent)
ISRIC
WS3 participants
RCMRD
ESA
Department of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural Development, SA
OECD
UN-GIMM
University of Energy and Natural Resources (UENR), Ghana
WS4 participants
UNCCD Science Policy Interface
FAO, Global Soil Partnership
EEA
FAO
ICRAF x 2
WS5 participants
Joint Research Centre
SEEA x 2
CI x 2
NASA
CREAF

The rules of the workshops were that where the survey responses gave broad agreement, that response
was taken as the standard to implement, or the way forward with that topic.
In each workshop, the attendees considered all opinions in relation to a given topic; where there was a
divergence, the discussion attempted to find a consensus view.

Plenary Session
A 1-hour plenary session was held on Thursday 2nd April 2020 at 12:00 CET and all workshop and
survey invitees were given the opportunity to attend. The session was well attended with ~40 people in
the Zoom meeting. The purpose of the session was to report on the outcomes of the data provider and
specialist consultation process, present the suggested standards (as listed in Section 3 of this document
(page 13), and in Appendix A) and to allow final comment on those standards. The format for the
session involved the presentation of a slide deck, with feedback sought through the software chat pane.
During the plenary presentation, it was stated that the data quality standards will be minimum quality
standards. If countries have access to better data, then they should use those. This came from
concerns that the accuracy of some global datasets will not be as good as some in-country data
(particularly referencing soil measurements) if the global data were enforced for use in a top-down
12

manner. However, it was stated that:
The UNCCD COP decisions embrace both a top-down and bottom-up approach to monitoring, with principles of
comparability among countries, building capacity and encouraging national ownership all embraced. The UNCCD
has attempted to balance these through the way reporting works, where the Trends.Earth tool allows for global
data sets to be compared to national data sets which use the same algorithms to generate the indicators. That is
why many countries elected to use GSOC data sets, which are bottom up. However, those same countries express
the need to promote comparability. That is the "tension" this group is trying to balance, and only part of the solution
will be in data quality standards.

This statement was warmly and enthusiastically received.
It was reported that 40,396 words had been captured in writing in total from both the survey and
workshop processes, and that they were to be distilled into this technical note.
In the plenary presentation, the issue was raised regarding the concepts of Land Cover (LC) and Land
Use (LU), and the fact they had been used interchangeably. Attendees were asked for their opinions on
how to handle this discrepancy, and the following are a selection of responses from the meeting chat
pane:
Land use and land cover are very different things - they need to be treated as separate.
Better to use the terminology LC/LU. One influences the other, so they cannot be treated as the same.
LC and LU should be separated but it might be that there are classes that overlap between the two that have an
impact to land degradation.
LC can be derived from LU but not the other way round. I think we can use LC/LU so that we accommodate all
mapping levels for as long as it can be aggregated to the required higher level.
Land cover is broadly available and there are many datasets around the world. Land use is the most challenging
layer as it is not globally available.

There was a chat-based discussion around the proposed Land Productivity index standard. Although
different workshops had discussed different methods and indices for creating a net primary productivity
(NPP) proxy (such as SATVI or biophysical methods) the overall suggestion had been to keep the
calculations as simple and general as possible (the index being the minimum data quality standard). The
suggestion of these other techniques is noted, and if applicable users should feel able to use the most
appropriate to their needs. One comment that garnered much support was:
What is more important is how to assess land degradation from NPP proxies (being NDVI or any other), rather
than the actual proxy we use.

A further important point was made in the plenary session in the context of carbon stock monitoring:
We need to be clear on some fundamental points:
1) We cannot aim to have a real baseline SOC map even at 1 km. We rely on legacy measured data.
2) We cannot rely on remote sensing for providing a SOC map. Remote sensing is telling you about soil cover, but
soil organic carbon stocks are happening down the soil profile. I know there are scientific papers showing a
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combination of RS, spectroscopy and some measurements. But this is not certain as well.
3) We already have a start which is what countries are doing through GSOCmap: each country has a base.

Another topic that was raised in the session chat pane was that of uncertainty. This was stated as
being very important, but that perfection should not be expected as this is incredibly challenging.
Overall, the plenary session was a successful conclusion of the wider data provider and specialist
consultation process.

3 Provider/Specialist Initial Outcomes
Outcomes
Following the data provider and specialists' consultations, the following outcomes were suggested
regarding the topics that were discussed. As is evident from Table 5, the process tries to adhere to the
logic previously outlined. Table 5 shows only those topics being set as standards, whilst those being
proposed to be moved to the Good Practice Guidance update process, the GEO LDN data analytics
working group (i.e. working group 3) for discussion, and a dedicated future consultation or research
project, are all presented in Table 8 which includes the outcomes from the user consultation as well..
Complete information about the specifics of all topics are provided in Appendix A.

Table 5: Summary of the decisions and suggested standards resulting from the data providers and
specialists consultation process.

7
8

Topic

Suggested provider outcome

Suggested value

Grid cell size

Minimum Data Quality Standard

100 m7

Temporal coverage

Minimum Data Quality Standard

Specific to sub-indicator8

Analysis Ready Data (ARD)

Minimum Data Quality Standard

Use ARD

Land cover classes

Minimum Data Quality Standard

User decision

LC change assessment

Minimum Data Quality Standard

Accuracy > 85%

Legend translation

Minimum Data Quality Standard

LCML

Productivity index

Minimum Data Quality Standard

NDVI

Climate calibration/normalisation

Minimum Data Quality Standard

Use uncalibrated data

Linking time series

Minimum Data Quality Standard

Linear regression

Harmonise and compare indices

Minimum Data Quality Standard

Report change

Growing season definition

Minimum Data Quality Standard

Proportional

For each of the three sub-indicators if possible
See Appendix A for details per sub-indicator [i.e. annual, tri-annual and in line with global products]
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SOC data uncertainty

Minimum Data Quality Standard

Pixel-based

Soil inventory update period

Minimum Data Quality Standard

10 years

Data providers and specialists: Additional suggestions
During the consultation, a number of other key points were made by the data providers and specialists.
Some were on specific, detailed topics and others were regarding the guiding principles of the process.
These points are addressed in this section.

Missing data in time (single pixel)
A question was raised regarding what to do regarding missing data in time (within a single pixel). It was
suggested that a recommendation was required for interpolation approaches, or approaches taken in
software such as Timesat, that could guide users to handle missing data within a season in an
acceptable way.

Update period
At the end of the plenary session, an attendee raised the issue of updating the standards.
Maybe we need a statement about how often we plan to revisit these standards- given the rapid advancements in
the product development and analytics, etc

After a brief verbal discussion, it was decided that a minimum update period for revisiting the data
quality standards should be in line with the reporting requirements i.e. every 4 years. It was also stated
that the current review process is only possible because of the recent availability of the methods
guidance documents. With the ongoing improvement of the methods, in response to the experience of
end users, and in light of new technological developments, it was suggested that DQS updates should
potentially be a more frequent occurrence.

Accuracy of all data
It was widely agreed that the most important aspect of future data provision and use will be the detailed
calculation and reporting of data accuracy. Ensuring that a consistent and comparable level of accuracy
was reached for all sub-indicators (present and future) must be a key consideration for all data
providers. Also, many discussions were had regarding the need for pixel-level accuracy statistics rather
than dataset level, with a general agreement around a requirement for pixel-level accuracy.

Openness and clarity
It was stated by multiple attendees that the data quality standards need be simple to understand and
implement, but not so simple that they do not make real-world sense. Linked to this was a call to
maintain openness and clarity around all decision making linked to the GEO-LDN process, in particular
when discussing the DQS.
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4 Phase-2: Data Users
Survey
In May 2020 a DQS Update survey was sent to 88 representatives of the national data provider and data
user community from 24 countries. This survey was another step in the formative process developed by
the DQS Working Group 2 (WG2) team. The countries asked to feed into the online survey were
approached because of their very high level of engagement in the LDN Target Setting Programme,
previous national reporting training events and post-reporting discussions at CRIC 17. Countries were
recommended in such a way that each region and where possible sub-region was suitably represented.
Of the 88 people approached, responses were submitted by 17. It must be noted that multiple people
were approached per country: UNCCD national focal points, science and technology correspondents,
and other specialists. Although the survey response for individuals was 19%, a better measure is the
country response which reported a survey response rate of 57%.
Tables 6 and 7 break the responses down geographically and by responding institution.

Table 6: Survey responses by region
Region

# Countries approached

Response rate

Asia

6

83%

Africa

5

100%

Latin America and the
Caribbean

6

33%

Central and Eastern Europe

3

66%

Northern Mediterranean

3

33%

Other

1

100%

16

Table 7: Survey responses by organisation type
Organisation

Count

Non-Governmental Organisation

1

Government Department or Ministry

6

Governmental Institution

4

Research Institute

4

Universities

1

Independent consultant

1

The responses from the data user survey were in broad agreement (Appendix A) with the proposals
made by the data providers and data specialists as part of their consultation. However, a few topics
require further discussion.
In regards to the question on cell/pixel size, there was some confusion surrounding the notion of the
suggested 100m minimum standard. Many respondents want to use finer detailed information than
100m, and many countries already are, so it is acknowledged that better communication of the question
could have been made. For those countries that want to use a higher resolution dataset i.e. cell sizes
smaller than 100m, then that is perfectly acceptable. A selection of comments regarding this topic are
provided here:
Since domain experts get 10m spatial resolution data from free sources and ...[can purchase]... high computing
…[power from]... the global market, ... what is /are the justification to propose 100 m spatial resolution data?
100m will not be suitable to extract reliable information for planning and decision-making processes for sustainable
land use at national and sub-national level. Instead …[it is]... better to propose a dataset having spatial resolution
of 10m-30 m spatial resolution to generate ... reliable information...

In terms of land productivity, NDVI was accepted as a suitable minimum standard, but the following
comment demonstrates that data users would like additional flexibility in the reporting process:
Earlier in Trends.Earth software land productivity dynamics included NDVI as well as three other parameters of
rainfall, soil moisture and evapotranspiration. However no method was defined for calculating …[land productivity
dynamics (LPD)]... or uploading NDVI on the software. So this time if NDVI is being taken as a proxy, the software
should be able to upload NDVI maps directly.

One area where data user respondents diverged from the broad opinion of the data providers /
specialists was in the application of calibration/normalisation routines for climate to the productivity
time-series data. Many of the data user respondents were adamant that some form of equation should
be applied to the data. The following comments confirm this.
Climate has effects on land productivity and these effects are different depending on soils types and climate
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regime. These specific conditions have to be considered.
Climate has great effects on vegetation such as rainfall and drought in arid areas. We should establish a standard
of normalisation and calibration of land productivity according to national circumstance.
Normalize the land productivity indicator according to dry and rainy seasons, taking into account the productivity
and climatic contrasts that occur in the country.
I think the nation's circumstances require the application of normalization/calibration to the productivity index. In my
opinion, the seasonal and spatial variability of climate in a country may require this calibration.

It is clear that this is an area that may require further research, and if that is not possible then clear
guidance on the consequences of applying / not-applying a calibration factor should be provided.
flexibility in the reporting mechanisms is also recommended.
Finally, one of the topics that is mentioned by the countries completing the survey is access to funding to
enable in situ data recording and accuracy testing of national products. This is something that could be
considered as an ancillary to future reporting rounds.

Online Workshop
Overview
A 90-minute online workshop (in webinar format) was conducted on 12 May 2020. Invitations were sent
to more than 200 UNCCD national focal points and GEO Principals, where they were asked to cascade
to relevant personnel and organisations in their location. In total, there were 154 registrations for the
workshop whilst 100 individuals were able to join the meeting, representing more than 38 countries.
Specific country information was not collected in the Zoom software registration process9, but anecdotal
assessment of the registered email addresses suggests a more diverse group of countries interacting
with the process than first approached through the survey. This number of attendees resulted in an
attendance rate of 65%, and demonstrates the high interest and engagement of individuals,
organisations and countries surrounding the GEO-LDN Initiative process.
The workshop presented the process in the context of work completed to date: there was an overview of
the role of GEO and GEO LDN Initiative, an explanation of the method being applied, mention of the
data providers and specialists consultation, and an interactive component around the proposed data
standards and decision trees. As part of the invitation pack, a summary version of this document (v 0.1)
had been prepared and circulated. It was assumed that attendees had read this document prior to
joining the workshop.

9

Early in the Covid-19 pandemic there were many options for video conferencing being made available, all of
which had benefits and drawbacks. Issues surrounding the use of Zoom were highlighted in the media and
elsewhere, and whilst the problems were in part software related many were due to users not using the software
correctly. Zoom was the most accessible and stable platform at the time of the workshops and was well
understood by the facilitators. All measures were taken to apply tight data security settings within the meetings and
webinars, and to limit the amount of information collected regarding the attendees.
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Workshop interactivity
A series of five questions were asked in the workshop, based on those in the Data User survey and
relating to the proposed DQS. These were:
●
●
●
●
●

Would 100m be suitable for your LDN monitoring and reporting requirements, and how does this
relate to your existing country datasets?
What are your opinions on using accuracy statistics and do you have a current national accuracy
target for land cover products?
What are your comments on the use of NDVI for Land Productivity monitoring?
What is your opinion of using uncalibrated / non-normalised productivity time-series data?
Is a 10 year national soil inventory update attainable?

Regarding the cell size standard, many respondents in the chat pane of the webinar agreed that the
minimum standard size of 100m was acceptable as their country was currently meeting or surpassing
that pixel size. Some of the representatives of Small Island Developing States (SIDS) expressed
concern at this size, but it was reiterated that this was a minimum standard. Comments were similar in
nature to the following:
Many SIDS are dependent on the UNCCD default data. Therefore if the default data can be available in small grid
sizes, it would be preferable.

Some representatives suggested the use of a multiresolution grid for very large countries, with higher
resolutions applied to areas of specific interest.
The accuracy measure proposal was seen as:
… very useful, but can be difficult to validate across large areas.

and it was stated that:
Building on National accuracy targets has benefits. Guyana use …[the]... Monitoring, Reporting and Verification
System (MRVS) targets for Land Cover, so building on that is welcomed.

The use of NDVI as a minimum standard land productivity proxy to be applied was met with broad
agreement. Other indices were mentioned as being more appropriate for certain country situations e.g.
MSAVI, but in general it was recognised that NDVI had proven success and was a good minimum
standard as it was simple to implement and understand.
In addition to NDVI, EVI2 would be more appropriate over high biomass lands, and MSAVI or SATVI would be
better suited for savannas and sparsely vegetated areas

One comment raised the issue of language clarity:
It might be described as a default, but it may not be suitable for use in all countries. I don't think it could be
described as a 'minimum standard'.

Again it is recognised that default may be a better descriptor, but the concept that NDVI is the index to
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be applied at the very least implies that it reaches the definition of a minimum standard.
As expected, the issue of calibration/normalisation for the effects of seasonality was more contentious,
with a majority of opinions seeming to move away from the proposed standard of using the raw data.
Some of the comments are recorded here:
Seasonality will need to be considered while using NDVI
Both are valuable, but calibration introduces another processing level into the data, including potential errors ...
Calibrated highlights direct human impacts, uncalibrated highlights climatic variations. Both are useful identifying
drivers of degradation and potential remediation actions.
This is sensitive issue and could not be standardize very ease (sic). Both are useful but if we are looking for
standardization it should be somehow calibrated.

The opinions regarding the update period of national soil inventories were also mixed, as the following
comments demonstrate:
In Algeria … we need more samples and resources for better extrapolation of SOC. Maybe we need assistance of
global soil partnership
In Ukraine, the SOC survey is conducted 1 time in 5 years
It’s attainable and ... some Caribbean SIDS has started work on SOC through a multi country SOILCARE project
Is a huge country with highly variation of the soils, but most of all, security reasons and no available budget in
Colombia
As far as I could tell the last soil inventory for Trinidad and Tobago is more than 20 years old. So based on our
experience, these surveys would likely need an extended period before they become regular practice, hence a 10
year period is probably preferable.

Opinions were also sought on the draft decision trees. Overall the responses were positive, with both the
requirement for decision trees and the proposed yes/no structure being welcomed. It was mentioned in
the chat pane feedback that national capacity could be a limiting factor in meeting some of the standards
or flowing through the decision trees: a response was made that the decision trees would also point
towards Working Group 1 (Capacity Building). Some attendees stated that “there is an opportunity to
improve those trees”, and it was acknowledged that the decision trees being presented were in initial
draft form.
An additional two questions were asked regarding the wider use of the GEO LDN Initiative DQS.
● If you are involved in planning or sustainable development for your country, how would these
standards and decision trees help you in your work?
○ Some of the comments in response to this question suggest that the creation of decision
trees and standards are extremely helpful and are very important where in-country
standards are not being developed. It was noted that standards offer consistency,
ensuring that the same procedures are followed by all, and that this is very helpful. All
recommendations from international organisations were seen as being very useful in
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●

planning sustainable development activities in individual countries.
A lot of the discussion enhances global to national monitoring. How does this approach help
enhance national to local monitoring?
○ It was stated that it was important to be able to monitor using local data and therefore,
this approach is very useful to facilitate the normalisation of data being collected by
various agencies and NGOs. Overall, it ensures alignment of national data standards with
global good practice. Reiterating this, it was stated that a key issue is the sharing and
usability of data based on standard methods and collection by research institutes and
local authorities.

Resources
The workshop was recorded and the following resources can be accessed:
● Audio of the workshop presentation, workshop slides and a summary of the event is available
here: https://tinyurl.com/GEOLDNShare
● An edited video recording of the workshop is available here: https://youtu.be/nwF23v8qKDc

Follow up survey
Following requests from a number of country delegates who were unable to access the workshop, a
copy of the original data user survey was sent to all registrants of the workshop. Only Ecuador
responded to this survey, and the relevant opinions have been included in Appendix B.

Outcomes
The final outcomes of the DQS consultation are shown in Table 8, with much more detail on each topic
provided in Appendix A. Table 8 attempts to show the outcomes from the data provider workshops and
survey, for all topics, alongside the outcomes from the user consultation for the suggested values that
were discussed.

Table 8: Final outcomes from the Data Quality Standards consultation process
Topic

Data provider outcome

Suggested Value

Data user outcome

Grid cell size

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

100m

Suggested standard
suitable

Temporal coverage

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Specific to sub-indicator10

Analysis Ready Data
(ARD)

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Use ARD

Land cover classes

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

User decision

Suggested standard
suitable

LC change assessment

Minimum Data Quality

Accuracy > 85%

Suggested standard

10

See Topic Card for details [i.e. annual, tri-annual and in line with global products]
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Standard

questioned

Legend translation

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

LCML

Suggested standard
suitable

Productivity index

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

NDVI

Suggested standard
suitable

Climate
calibration/normalisation

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Use uncalibrated data

Suggested standard
questioned

Linking time series

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Linear regression

Harmonise and compare
indices

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Report change

Growing season definition

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Proportional

SOC data uncertainty

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Pixel-based

Further consultation

Soil inventory update
period

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

10 years

Suggested standard
suitable

Mosaic and compositing

Move to GPG update

--

Data aggregation

Move to GPG update

--

Additional data

Move to GPG update

--

Gap filling

Move to GPG update

--

Spatial stratification

Move to GPG update

--

Data fusion

Move to Working Group 3

--

Data validation

Further consultation /
research

--

Change matrix

Further consultation /
research

--

5 Decision Trees
As part of this work, a series of Decision Trees have been constructed. In their creation, an attempt has
been made to enable them to be both flexible and practical. As such the Decision Trees ask for binary
choices to be made, but allow a softer option to be used if the analyst wishes to use specific data:
flexibility. Whilst following the Decision Trees through each step, the analyst is asked to take note of the
decisions made, the data used and the reasons for their decisions: practical.
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In total, there are 4 Decision Trees provided with this Technical Note:
● A cross-cutting tree;
● A tree for land cover change;
● A tree for land productivity; and
● A tree for soil organic carbon.
The cross-cutting tree attempts to guide the user regarding whether to use global default data,
investigate the building of additional country capacity or proceed with using national data. As part of the
national data processing workflow, decisions need to be made regarding cell/pixel size, the use of ARD
and whether mosaicing is required, before choosing which sub-indicator is to be assessed. Notes are
provided in all the Decision Trees as well as pointers to additional guidance and locations for
information.
The Decision Trees for each of the three sub-indicators follow a path through the data quality standards,
and can be used to check whether, or ensure that, datasets meet the listed standards. There is flexibility
in the flow of information to allow data which don’t meet specific standards to still be used in the LDN
process. For instance, this flexibility is evident when following the decision process for land cover
change: the classification system is able to be based on that which each country sees most relevant, as
long as other standards (such as use of a hierarchical system) are enacted on.
The Decision Trees should also be seen as part of a live process, similar to ongoing data version
control. By this, it is meant that these standards and decision trees build on the current global default
datasets. As global datasets evolve and attain higher spatial and temporal resolutions, or model pixel
level accuracy, so these datasets should start to replace the existing global default datasets (as used in
the last UNCCD reporting process) for each sub-indicator (i.e. the new datasets become the new
defaults). The standards listed in this Technical Note and Appendices, and which comprise the Decision
Trees, will hopefully drive the derivation of improved datasets and help standardise the creation of
national datasets. Ultimately, a future DQS update process will form a new set of ambitious standards
that will once again account for improved data products and push data providers to generate robust and
highly sought after information sources.
National and local datasets should target the standards listed in the Decision Trees. By using the
Decision Trees early on in the monitoring and reporting process, it is hoped that analysts and users will
be able to understand their data in relation to the LDN process and potentially identify components of
the data which may require additional work to bring the data in line with the standards.

6 Issues to be addressed
Data Providers and Specialists
Responding to the issue that representation was low in Asia and South America, some of the attendees
suggested that future updates could be translated into other major languages e.g. Spanish. It was also
suggested that those organisations with a global spread of offices e.g. ICRAF (which has offices in over
30 countries), could be approached early in any update process to help increase the engagement
across geographic regions and types of organisations (through their partners).
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Data users
Mirroring the suggestion made by the Data Providers and Specialists, there was a call for the workshop
to make some accommodation for different languages: Spanish and French were specifically named.
Time zone differences were also raised, so future workshops could try to attain the geographic
breakdown seen in the five Data Provider and Specialist workshops (with an additional language
consideration).
It was asked whether this kind of webinar could occur more often, as this would help countries to
propose and possibly solve questions they have around GEO LDN, with one suggestion being that focal
points could be established for each issue to allow more interactive and in depth sessions on such
topics. It was mentioned that some countries might have different standards and those involved in the
GEO LDN process want to make sure that everyone is talking the same technical language.
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Appendix A: Standards Topic Cards
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Overview table
Topic

Data provider outcome

Suggested value

Data user outcome

Grid cell size

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

100m

Suggested standard
suitable

Temporal coverage

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Specific to sub-indicator11

Analysis Ready Data
(ARD)

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Use ARD

Land cover classes

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

User decision

Suggested standard
suitable

LC change assessment

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Accuracy > 85%

Suggested standard
questioned

Legend translation

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

LCML

Suggested standard
suitable

Productivity index

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

NDVI

Suggested standard
suitable

Climate
calibration/normalisation

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Use uncalibrated data

Suggested standard
questioned

Linking time series

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Linear regression

Harmonise and compare
indices

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Report change

Growing season definition

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Proportional

SOC data uncertainty

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

Pixel-based

Further consultation

Soil inventory update
period

Minimum Data Quality
Standard

10 years

Suggested standard
suitable

Mosaic and compositing

Move to GPG update

--

Data aggregation

Move to GPG update

--

Additional data

Move to GPG update

--

Gap filling

Move to GPG update

--

Spatial stratification

Move to GPG update

--

11

See Topic Card for details [i.e. annual, tri-annual and in line with global products]
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Data fusion

Move to Working Group 3

--

Data validation

Further consultation /
research

--

Change matrix

Further consultation /
research

--

Miscellaneous Points
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Data Quality Standards
Cross Cutting: Grid Cell Size
Survey Question: Choosing the correct data resolutions for national level monitoring is important.
Spatial resolution is a key component of any Earth observation framework. However, there is often a
trade-off between spatial and temporal resolutions. The current land cover data delivers consistent
global LC maps at 300 m spatial resolution on an annual basis from 1992 to 2015. The current land
productivity data delivers consistent global information at 1 km spatial resolution. The current SOC
data delivers consistent global information at 250 m spatial resolution. What comments do you have
regarding this? What additional standards would you want stated?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: 100m
Notes: Global/reporting should remain as per the current standards, but national land cover (change)
and land productivity products should have a minimum standard of 100m, but aim for 30m. National
carbon (SOC) stocks should aim for a 100m grid, but this will depend in part on the in situ data
collection.
Update from User Workshop

Standard suitable

Standard questioned

Standard rejected

Further consultation

Notes: It was generally accepted that 100m was suitable for national level datasets, as a minimum
standard, but many countries questioned that it wasn’t finer and stated that their data would be
produced at a higher resolution e.g. 30m.
Select data provider comments:
The general point is that 300m is too coarse. Could allow nations to calculate LC at the most useful
scale to them and then report back at a coarser scale (one that matches LP and SOC).
300m is a minimum resolution and countries should be encouraged to collect and use finer resolution
EO data for reporting. But the LC classes must be consistent with international classification systems
to ensure compatibility.
In our experience, current products (e.g. CCI-LC) do not allow consistent mapping of LC change on
an annual basis, certainly not for small countries or sub-national units. Rather, the product(s) should
be used to measure change over extended periods of time (e.g. decades). It is essential that data
providers are clear and transparent about the appropriate uses and interpretation of their products.
The user community should systematically request this information, and the products should be
subjected to some sort of an on-going open peer-review process.
300m is fine for large continental areas but not for most Pacific island countries. The standards for
spatial resolution in any country could be calculated from the extent of the country and the desired
detail in the maps.
It is important to have consistent data, in particular derived with the same LC classes and definitions
over time. A finer spatial resolution would allow more accurate disaggregation of the land cover and,
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in theory, it would improve the reporting also at national level.
Data more detailed than 300m are required to track relevant (human) induced land changes at
national scale.
The Copernicus Global Land Cover Monitoring service is starting to provide annual global land cover
and change data at 100m starting 2015 onwards and should be a key data source
30 m would be better, also, it is available in most of the countries.
Depending on the size of the country a 300m spatial resolution may be not sufficient to adequately
assess LCC.
The Global Land Cover Maps at 300m spatial resolution are based on satellite data that are available
since the 2000s. All these sensors have wide swaths (above 2,000 km) which provide an almost daily
revisiting. This gives the necessary temporal resolution for global land cover mapping at 300m on an
annual basis, and in all locations including cloudy areas. The future continuation of these coarse
resolution observations is guaranteed with Sentinel 3, at least until 2030.
Global land cover maps must be consistent in time to allow comparison of land cover maps. In
practical terms this means that the LC processing chains should first detect the changes in land cover,
and in a second step classify the changes. Such an approach provides a time-consistent series of
land cover maps which can be used for Land Cover Changes analysis.
In general a good annual land cover map can be done with seasonal cloud-free mosaics. This can be
obtained in large parts with Landsat data (Landsat 5 and Landsat 7) which are available with a good
geographical coverage since the early 2000s. The lack of Landsat observation in some specific cases
(temporally or spatially) can be overcome by applying a change detection based on pixel trajectory.
Since the objective is to build a LCC baseline based on the LC changes over the period 2000-2015,
the lack of adequate observation in a given year has a limited impact on the final product, which is a
single map capturing all LC changes over the period 2000-2015.
Of the three sub-indicators, LC is the one for which most countries had their own local data with
higher spatial resolution, in most cases 30m. However, there was not much guidance provided to
countries regarding the accuracy needed from those data sets to be included in the analysis, or a
section in the reporting template to indicate metadata on the products used to produce the final
indicator, which really hinders the ability to interpret the validity of the results provided by countries.
A high to very high spatial resolution data series (less than 100m) with high update frequency
(minimum every 3 years or less) is indispensable for addressing LDN in a landscape as diverse and
as intensively managed as Europe.
Sounds like a sensible recommendation should be "all sub indicators should be assessed on a
common spatial grid".
Is everyone familiar with the concepts of DGGS (Discrete Global Grid Systems) which support
rigorous equal-area calculations at arbitrary resolution? Would it be sensible to set a common global
grid for reporting. Countries can then aggregate to that grid.
We need to distinguish between spatial resolution at data-acquisition, vs spatial resolution for
reporting.
Finer than 250m would be good but need to be realistic on what countries have. In Australia, a 90m
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baseline is available.
The more diverse an area, the higher the resolution needs to be. Difficult to say what the ideal
resolution is. Probably we would need to take the highest spatial resolution that is necessary to
represent the most diverse landscape - but that would push us beyond technical capability.
It depends on availability of the data. 300m was the common standard for land cover global datasets.
At the Copernicus, we are producing a global land cover at 100m resolution; by June we will have
2015-2019 ready, based on Proba-V satellite. Then regular updates. We will transition to use Sentinel
2, with 20m resolution; we will keep 100m product but then we will also have 20m. A 10m product is
also being worked on. This land cover map is 23 classes. Land productivity dynamics; less than 300m
should be possible. SOC, from a remote sensing point of view it is possible to have finer resolution
let’s say 100 m; it would be computationally feasible, the problem is ground data which is not available
for many countries. Resolution could be finer but the accuracy could be lower. Therefore to properly
support this, more in-situ data need to be collected.
National perspective: we try to align all the statistical figures across various reporting obligations.
LULUCF in many countries use national statistics. To capture the changes for land cover, 300m too
coarse; 20-100m would be better.
I would not put in a hard criteria, because then you are limiting yourself. Recommendation: whatever
is fit for purpose. But for sure we should focus on the current missions, but not restrict them.
Concerning water extent and seasonality a spatial resolution better than 100m would be important.
300m is not really enough.
National reporting is still on generalized statistical figures from national Sources (IACS, statistical
census); aligned with other reporting obligations (LULUCF) or EU-biodiversity strategy (restoration of
degraded ecosystem) is of utmost importance -> alignment of definitions/meaning.
There needs to be a separation between the spatial and temporal resolutions required for reporting
and those required for processing. e.g. you may report annually, but the analysis could require
multiple images / input data per year to generate the annual result.
When defining a "normal" state of land productivity / land use, it might be beneficial to go further back
in time (20+ years). Then we need to use older sensors like Landsat or AVHRR as well, and these
should not be excluded. Hence I would propose to use RECOMMENDATIONS using the current
sensors, and to weaken this up by adding a FIT FOR PURPOSE criteria.
Good to have spatial resolutions matches but we should not have one sub-indicator constraining the
others.
LC- 30 m resolution recommended at National scale, 250m should be ok for LP and SOC, 30m is
possible for LC but we are not there yet with the other sub-indicators
SOC: one can get consistent estimates across several spatial resolutions. For example using Landsat
@ 30m resolution and MODIS @ 500m resolution.
In Europe 10m spatial resolution is needed. The accuracy of our land cover dataset is >85%. The
dataset is produced from remote sensing images BUT!!! Each country produces their own land cover
data using a strict monitoring protocol.
If the spatial resolution is not harmonized across countries, country reports can not be compared.
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Reports across the years within one country can be compared.
Flexibility is needed for spatial and temporal res.
Resolution is important. Theoretically we can set the resolution, but we need to make a difference
between the different sub-indicators about what is really feasible. Particularly in SOC, yes we can use
remote sensing as a predictor and then you have different resolutions with all available satellite
imagery. However, SOC requires measurements. Some countries have a dense number of
measurements while others few or none. Therefore, estimating SOC with these will yield poor
estimates.
Sentinel 2 should be the minimum cell size.
Information at different scales has to do how scale invariant the parameter is. LC is not scale
invariant, e.g. buildings, forest. You cannot classify a 5m pixel being forest because it depends on the
surrounding. We need different concepts! I like hierarchical system building from broader to finer
categories.
Would be useful to think about how spatial and temporal resolution vary for national reporting for
UNCCD/SDG versus for monitoring of projects implemented in support of achievement of LDN. This
could be a decision tree with splits for reporting vs project-level planning/implementation, with then
recommendations for each.
Are we taking a national / country perspective, on what countries have available to report on, or a
top-down perspective based on global datasets? In Brazil the cell size that they report on is 1km x
1km - although the analysis I think starts from 250m using remote sensing data. Ground truthing is
done by visiting fast changing cells.
Countries have requested default data (drawn from global data sets) as a starting point, but they also
have asked for support in national ownership. This is where national data come in, and Trends.Earth
provides a platform where they can generate these indicators using a common methodology using
national data, and then compare to the default data sets.
Select data user comments:
100 m would be suitable.
Presently our land use and vegetation maps are barely suitable for 100 m, but we are working to
improve them.
Yes, 100 m would be suitable for decision making at the national and sub-national level.
It is appropriate to work the size of 100m, given that the largest amount of information is at a scale of
1: 100,000. In Colombia we have land cover data at a scale of 1:100,000 but the pixel size is 25
meters. In Colombia, the planning of land use is carried out at 1:100,000 with pixels of 100m.
It is not suitable since 100 meters spatial resolution is extremely coarse to obtain a reliable information
for decision makers. We cannot get accurate information from 100 meters spatial resolution data and
if we cannot get accurate information, then the reliability of our decision and planning will be in
question.
Currently, since domain experts get 10m spatial resolution data from free sources and acquiring a
high computing computers and software are available in the global market, so what is /are the
justification to propose 100 m spatial resolution data? Concerning the experience Ethiopia, Landsat
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and Sentinel-2 images are widely used for national land cover monitoring process- Land use and land
cover dynamics monitoring. The spatial resolution of these images is 10 and 15 m respectively. Thus,
100 m land cover dataset is considered to extremely coarse comparing to 10m or 15m dataset.
100m will not be suitable to extract reliable information for planning and decision-making processes
for sustainable land use at national and sub-national level. Instead better to propose a dataset having
spatial resolution of 10m-30 m spatial resolution to generate a reliable information for planning and
decision making either at national or sub- national level.
100 meters pixel size is suitable for monitoring the three sub-indicators
It is ok, yet 50 m or less will be more suitable.
From our experience, 100m resolution is not enough. “Land cover” in Madagascar is observed in very
small patches. So 100m will not illustrate the "on-ground" change. For decision-making process,
100m is possible enough only for the national scale. However, there will be limitations for their
applications on the ground (our experience has shown that it is better to have the same resolution
analysis at national and sub-national level). Pix size would be suitable for land degradation Neutrality
monitoring an reporting, but for large areas countries, more coarse solution such as 500m or 1000 m
is also suitable.
Yes, in my opinion 100 meters are enough to give a good information with an acceptable detail level.
Moreover it is compatible for some database developed at european level (for example CLC) and
available since long time (1990-2000-2006-2012-2018). At regional level many Italian regions have
made detailed study on some specific areas (in particular agricultural, forest and seminatural) useful
to obtain a cell size with more information (up to 25 meters)
The resolution (100m) is not adequate since the land cover product and other related products have
been worked on in a minimum resolution of 30 meters. In this sense, the country uses a higher level of
detail.
We used 30 meters pixel size in our national datasets for landcover change and soil organic carbon.
For land productivity, we used the available global data sets provided by UNCCD which has low
resolution. In this case, 100 meter land cover data sets will not be compatible with existing national
land cover monitoring process. Hence, equivalent pixel size at higher resolution for all the datasets will
ensure more precise and accurate planning and decision-making process for sustainable land use at
the national and sub-national level.
100m spatial resolution for all three sub-indicators would be suitable for LDN and monitoring and
reporting requirements for Ghana. 100m land cover dataset adequately shows the various landcover
classes in Ghana. 100m resolution is suitable to support planning and decision-making processes for
sustainable land use at national and sub-national level
A dataset with a pixel size of 100 meters is much better than a dataset from the previous period
(250m for LC and 1000m for other indicators). Thus, it will allow better comparison of global data with
national data sets, the spatial resolution of which can be expressed in terms of a pixel size of 1 - 5 m.
CORINA is used for existing national land cover monitoring process, but we used global data for the
LDN-TSP process. Given the size of the country, there would be fewer restrictions.
Due to the rapid dynamic of process in active margins like Ecuador and also for the latitude adequate
accuracy in satellite data are needed at least in 50 m.
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Cross Cutting: Temporal Coverage
Survey Question: Choosing the correct data resolutions for national level monitoring is important.
Temporal coverage of a given dataset is a key component of any Earth observation framework.
However, there is often a trade-off with spatial resolutions. What comments do you have regarding the
temporal coverage of input datasets? What additional standards would you want stated?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Various
Notes: Global/reporting should remain as per the current standards, but national land cover (change)
should have a minimum standard of annual product generation whilst national land productivity
products should aim for a 3 year product (which is acknowledged as difficult). National carbon (SOC)
stocks should aim for temporal coverage in line with global products.
Select data provider comments:
The yearly temporal frame is a good one.
The emergence of dense time series of moderate resolution optical imagery (10-30m) such as those
available from Landsat 8 (since 2013) and Sentinel 2 (since 2015 and 2017) allows now to have
annual LC/LCC maps at that resolutions in all parts of the world. It is reasonable to say from 2017,
accurate land cover maps can be produced in any part of the world. This can be done on an annual
(even seasonal) basis until 2030 and beyond.
For Land Cover and NPP I would like to see annual datasets.
Another issue with temporal scales is that each sub-indicator exhibits different rates (and perhaps
timing) of change. NPP is gradual and usually annual, land cover may be abrupt, and SOC may be
slow and lag land cover changes, making changes difficult to predict and detect.
The question is ‘what do the users need?’ or ‘how fast are the parameters changing?’. There is a
current ESA project that asks for an annual update of SOC. Are the changes in SOC actually so fast?
On the temporal aspect, it is difficult to get SOC point data that are distributed in time. Most are very
old. Difficult to have a full temporal series.
A 3-year reporting on land productivity can be a challenge since the reporting is not about land
productivity but about the land degradation from a land productivity perspective. Solution is probably
to analyze a longer time series of LP proxies.
Timeliness is a major obstacle in mainstream environmental considerations across all branches of
government. Annual frequency of LC products would facilitate better 'uptake' of LC-based indicators
by policy-makers.
On temporal resolution, the data availability now and emerging technology can support a 3 year
temporal resolution but it shall be challenging to get this for SOC every three years.
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Cross Cutting: Analysis Ready Data
Survey Question: Data pre-processing is expected to have been applied to imagery used to generate
land cover (LC) products. Topographic and radiometric correction is essential to avoid errors in the
data. Analysis ready data (ARD) (i.e. L2 or greater) was the standard in the previous reporting cycle.
What comments do you have regarding the requirement and supply of ARD for LDN monitoring?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Use ARD where possible
Notes: ARD should be used. Knowing the processing lineage is more important though. Data
providers need to provide the processing lineage - there should be a defined mechanism for users to
find this out.
Select data provider comments:
Strongly support pre-processing. But does provide impediment to some or many countries using their
own data where technical capacity is limited. The need to provide support to help some countries
implement ARD standards as they move from global to local products is essential.
ARD is essentially a set of processing standards, or metadata standards. It is vital to know the
processing history of a dataset, but some excellent products may be generated from non ARD data,
too.
Topographic, radiometric and atmospheric corrections are fundamental pre-processing steps. If the
products would be derived from different sensors, it would be important that these steps are
harmonised. At the end you need solid land cover and land change data and estimates, and related
reference data (for validation or estimation). So pre-processing should serve that.
ARD is the minimum standard needed.
Indeed, ARD level is a prerequisite to ensure consistency in the analysis. The availability of ARD is
more than needed since it would remove the pre-processing burden from the users and require less
remote sensing skills. The satellite data pre-processing, such as cloud masking and atmospheric
correction for optical imagery or speckle filtering and terrain correction for SAR imagery, is a very
intensive task that requires high knowledge of the sensor characteristics and of the physics.
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Tools are available to do the pre-processing such as those provided by the Sentinel SNAP toolbox .
However their application is not straight forward and requires high skills.
Space Agencies are progressively providing ARD, as is already the case with the Surface Reflectance
Products (level 2A) for Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2. ARD standards are currently being specified such
13
as the CEOS ARD for Land (CARDL ). The role of the CEOS Virtual Constellations (VC) Teams are
essential: the CEOS Land Surface Imaging (LSI) VC developed the CARDL specification.
The GEO LDN standards should voice the need to have ARD data from all publicly funded satellites
but also from commercial vendors.
12
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https://step.esa.int/main/toolboxes/snap/
http://ceos.org/ard/
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Based on our experience, most target countries (the ones requiring support from the UNCCD and
other agencies to produce their indicator data) do not have knowledge of the ARD products and
platforms to process them in a streamlined way, and they are still using desktop applications which
are time consuming and do not allow for automatic documentation of processing steps done.
ARD is the key for reporting on land cover and land use change, in essence for any land surface
processes. Only when geospatial data are pre-processed using commonly agreed methods, and
hence the datasets are harmonized across all countries, can reporting address change signal rather
14
than noise. Analysis ready datasets are hence a must .
A very good idea to use ARD. But such data are not yet available globally and in a standardized way.
ARD needs to be defined in the context of application. Otherwise it is too generic.
ARD is usually provided by the Space Agency, at least for publicly funded satellites. They are
provided with a full description of the methods. The ATBD (Algorithm Theoretical Baseline
Documents) give full details.
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https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/dashboards/land-cover-and-change-statistics
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Land Cover/Change: Cover Classes
Survey Question: Land cover data generation is critical to LDN monitoring and therefore using the
correct land cover (LC) legend classes is crucial for creating a meaningful monitoring process. To
date, the ESA CCI land cover product was used as the default landcover dataset and made available
to countries in its original form i.e. with 36 land cover classes. These were aggregated into 7 classes
for reporting purposes: tree-covered areas, grassland, cropland, wetland, artificial surfaces, other
land, water. This corresponds to the IPCC classes (plus water). For reporting all countries were asked
to use these 7 classes, for comparability. Many country Parties suggested that this was too restrictive
a set of classes. Alternatives include the GLC-SHARE model (11 classes), the SEEA model (14
classes) or ESA CCI (22 classes). Please comment on this topic by considering these questions for
guidance. What other land cover datasets exist that are meaningful at the global and applicable at a
national level that could be considered for the LDN minimum standard? Considering your answers to
the spatial and temporal resolution question, how many classes can be used for reporting?
Considering the complexity of change analysis, how many classes should be used for reporting?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: User decision but with specific rules
Notes: This is essentially a user decision. A national product must use a hierarchical class structure,
and it should include specific classes (if relevant) e.g. rainfed vs irrigated crops. This detailed
classification should be able to be easily aggregated into a reporting scheme e.g. SEEA. The national
product needs to attain internal consistency across dates.
The LC product creators must be careful to not use land use and/or land cover interchangeably.
Update from User Workshop

Standard suitable

Standard questioned

Standard rejected

Further consultation

Notes: A
 selection of potential useful ‘standard’ classes were added by the data users.
Select data provider comments:
The GPG provides an example of how to aggregate classes to move from more classes to fewer, but
it does not require countries to use the IPCC classes. This section of the report was misinterpreted by
most countries.
I can attest to the importance of fewer classes but 7 is very restrictive. I would be comfortable if a few
extra were included (or some broad classes were disaggregated, such as tree-covered areas). I would
think 10 classes would be a maximum.
Committing to a fixed classification risks creating path dependencies in the future. At this stage, the
user community should provide a clear vision to the developer community - a more flexible
arrangement that would meet multiple user needs (e.g. via parametrization of essential land cover
features).
The original 36 classes were very detailed with respect to natural conditions compared to managed
ecosystems.
7 classes are limited for carbon reporting because there are differences in the type of forest
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(coniferous versus broadleaves). It would be useful to assess the confusion matrix of the original land
cover products to understand how many classes are identifiable with minimum risk of confusion.
Increasing the number of classes while increasing the classification error will not improve the final
product. The GLC-SHARE model introduces some useful classes (bush, sparse vegetation) but also
requires much differentiation in water logged classes (e.g. mangrove versus the rest). Is this realistic
with the ESA LC product? Similar considerations apply also for the SEEA model classification.
The Copernicus Global Land Cover Monitoring Service is providing land cover data for key classes
and several fractional layers that allow for some flexibility to adjust to national circumstances.
Seven classes sounds about right. At the end there is always a trade-off between the number classes
(and change classes) and the accuracy: adding more classes means increasing uncertainties.
GLOBELAND30 would be a choice for global or national application. The number of classes depends
on the specific location. Definitely, 7 classes is not enough.
I would suggest the FAO LCCS. It is a widely adopted classification schema within the UN system.
One of the nice features is that it is a hierarchical system. Regarding the number of classes for
reporting linked to spatial and temporal resolution, I think that around 20 classes can adequately
capture the main transitions in detail. For reporting, it can depend on the end-users.
The map legend of coarse resolution LC/LCC consists, in large parts, of mixed classes due to the
spatial resolution (250-300m). In practical terms it means that many pixels are mixed pixels at that
resolution. This can be a strong limitation when used in land degradation assessments. Since the
types of land cover changes used for the land degradation assessment are made of pure classes
based on the SEEA classes (i.e. forest, grassland, cropland, wetland, settlements), the approach is to
convert the coarse resolution mixed classes into pure classes, which has been a source of debate to
decide in which pure class should a give mixed class be assigned. Another consideration on the
global LC/LCC datasets is the fact that the map legends have often not been defined with a Land
Degradation perspective. For example, the 22 classes of the ESA CCI land cover have been defined
for use by the climate community in global climate modelling. The problem of the mixed classes does
not exist in moderate resolution LC (10-30m) which have map legends made only of pure classes.
However the GLC-SHARE or SEEA Model which are made of pure classes, might not be fully
adequate for the purpose of the land degradation. So the land cover classes should be decided both
for analysing the land degradation from a LC change perspective, and for stratifying the other LDN
variables. Possible improvements: the settlement class should be extended to non-built up artificial
surfaces (parking lots and paved roads), the cropland should be divided into rainfed and irrigated crop
lands, a distinction between shrublands and grasslands should be included, grasslands could be
divided into natural herbaceous vegetation and managed grasslands, detection of forest plantation
such as bioenergy plantations would be an asset, mangroves could have a unique class, and surface
waters could be separated in permanent and seasonal water.
We understand the need to make the analysis relevant for countries, but at the same time it is
important that reports submitted by different countries can be compared, so an agreed upon land
cover class scheme is needed. I think the 7 land cover provided a good minimum number of classes
which is appropriate for land degradation mapping which is consistent with other conventions
(UNFCCC). That being said, an aggregation scheme should be provided to facilitate aggregating from
whichever scheme the country needs, to the 7 classes.
IPCC classes seem to be the way most countries tend to report back to UNCCD. Every country has a
unique landscape and describes it in a different way, so most countries would need more detail than
that. Most countries have pretty detailed national land cover data.
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A national legend is a national decision and takes into account unique characteristics.
As an idea there might be some hierarchy of land cover, for example from the most natural to the
most degraded. Land cover hierarchy needs to be in relation to something - like carbon stocks.
Land cover should be defined with quantified uncertainty. The level of confidence in any transition
should be related back to the uncertainty of the epochs considered. Maybe we should ask for a
demonstration of statistical confidence in the class, not the minimum number of epochs?
A lot of the answers seem to come down to 'it depends on the local context' - one-size doesn't fit all!
Technically the classes can be subdivided, but clear definitions are required for classes, e.g. minimum
values for crown cover density and tree height to get Tree Cover Areas.
The problem with ESA-CCI land maps is their inability to distinguish natural herbaceous cover from
pasture. In maps produced by ESA, and in the current operational Copernicus Land Service, these
two land uses are associated to the same class. The debate on land degradation in Brazil is closely
linked with the replacement of natural vegetation (forest or savanna) by pasture and the subsequent
degradation of the area due to overgrazing and lack of investment. Any debate on land degradation in
Brazil that relies on Earth observation data requires a distinction between natural vegetation and
recent man-made change. An EO-derived data set that does not contemplate this distinction is of
limited value for land degradation assessment.
IPCC classes are too broad and some classes (e.g. grassland) need to be subdivided to be more
accurate. Water bodies also need to be more clearly defined, especially between permanent/not
permanent bodies which are changing fast and need high frequency observations. There is the need
for a balance between too many and too few classes, as well as a need to be enough pixels for each
class.
Grassland needs to be subdivided to assess land degradation (tree density, shrub covered areas,
open savannah). Technically possible to have finer classes like GLC and SEEA. The proportion of
vegetation to bare soils is a continuum, and a threshold should be applied.
IPCC misses important classes. Need to differentiate between managed and unmanaged areas, e.g.
forest, crop (rainfed and irrigated), grassland. Users want to see other classes for Natural Resource
Management and monitoring.
IPCC is not specific enough and does not necessarily reflect the country's requirement to report.
Countries should be able to subdivide these classes according to their national needs, whilst still
being compliant with IPCC classes in the end.
We could start with a limited number of classes (minimum set) and recommend countries to consider
other types of land cover/land use classes (like distinction between managed and non-managed
landscapes). We should not forget that most countries will use the same national land cover for many
purposes.
Whatever the methodology is adopted, clarity and transparency over the methodology used for a
given product is very important for users (some data producers do a better job than others). Similarly,
users require better information on the (in)appropriate applications and interpretation of data products.
This requirement could be part of the 'standard'.
Simple is best, and IPCC is simple. But also, when countries have a particular challenge, they will
need flexibility.
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Working in Southern Africa: countries want more classes (with good uncertainty level) when they
receive a dataset, but fewer classes when reporting. Need to reduce reporting burden across different
processes – 7 IPCC classes are useful for alignment. Could use a simplified version of LCCS, as not
too different from IPCC.
SEEA have good classifications for land use. Could use IUCN ecosystem terminology. SEEA classes
are used by some countries, others use their own data sources and different classifications.
For some land cover classes we need a trajectory (at least three years), e.g. crop.
Recommend to keep it simple. Complex classes like forest or wetland need spatial and temporal
context. Use classes that you can really observe, e.g. trees, bare land, greenland. Use land cover
classes, not land use classes (forest is land use).
More classes are possible and could be readily incorporated (Sentinel 1 and 2). But higher resolution
may be problematic in terms of processing, etc.
When are more classes needed? Where complexity is higher. But with limited resources, this is tricky.
The CCI has the information, but it is a matter of aggregating to fewer classes or not, and what
information is lost. Another caution: more classes bring in more complexity for the change matrix.
The issue with the IPCC classes is that it is a mix of land use/land cover. This makes it difficult to use
earth observations. If we want to use global databases we need to use a more land cover basis.
It would be good to have a hierarchical system to allow aggregating classes accordingly. Hierarchical,
especially quad tree based architectures would make data handling much more efficient. Encourage
countries to develop data sets at the most detailed level and then bridge their data set to the standard
reporting classes.
Need for guidance on classes and number of classes. Agree with the suggestion of hierarchy. Agree
with the idea of masking surface water extent, some approach to remove that type of transition if it
isn't due to real change on the ground. Advantage CCI offers over many national products is it is
internally consistent across time - unlikely transitions (artificial to forest and back, for example) are
removed. Need a similar approach if national-level maps are produced.
The definition of degradation is very contextual - even within a country. Depends on 1. what outcome
the country wants to achieve, what is the natural state/what type of vegetation. That would push us to
more detailed LC classes, e.g. native grassland.
Select data user comments:
We do not use a Land Cover classification but a Vegetation Classification, including succession
stages (primary vs. secondary growth), so yes it is convenient to have specific, more informative
classes.
SEEA should not be mandatory. If possible vegetation types would be listed as a requirement.
The types of coverage that must be numbered with natural, anthropic coverage, the areas discovered
such as crops, pastures, cities, natural and semi-natural forests, among others.
Acquiring specific land cover classes will increase the accuracy of the information that we can obtain
from sources and this in turn contributes to take a decision and planning. Thus, the presence such
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kind of standard which treats specific land cover cases, would be valuable in the context to generate a
relatively accurate and reliable information for decision makers and planners.
We suggest to add (if it possible) salinization class to observe the salt affected lands as a specific
class.
It is ok, maybe the landscape in the cities would be important particularly to the carbon stocks.
All suggested standards will be suitable if they meet a clear hierarchical structures. It can also include
specific land cover classes which has also to meet the same structures. Forest cover types have to
be really clearly clarified in terms of definition (standardization) as dry forest can be considered as
shrublands, ...
Land cover classification definition should be decided by national level and should be consist with
national situations. And each country has its land classification systems and definition.
As discussed during the CRIC 17, it would be important to take into account the land ownership
patterns. The data on land use is usually easily available for a geographical area. Thus the results of
land degradation assessment would help in allocating responsibility for land improvement.
Very difficult question: if the classification should be based as much as possible on land cover
characteristics observed directly from remote sensing (built-up and non built-up artificial surfaces,
forest or grassland) with an homogeneous classification for all country, on the other side only land use
is the driver to investigate the real pressures on the territory (natural herbaceous vegetation or
managed grasslands, organic or conventional farming).
Countries, depending on their respective national circumstances have different requirements in terms
of land cover classification as dictated by their land use planning process. For instance, our land use
planning process requires details (e.g. rainfed vs. irrigated areas under cropland) and so specific land
cover classes should be listed as a requirement within the class hierarchy.
The listed standards are good. If relevant to a nation specific land cover classes should be listed as a
requirement within class hierarchy.
In the methodology developed in Belarus for using global data and data from the Land Information
System of the Republic of Belarus for the preparation of national UNCCD reporting, among other
things, an algorithm for the transition from a national classification to a global one is presented,
therefore, no difficulties are foreseen here. Another thing is that in Belarus we can add to the detail of
the classes: irrigated lands, natural and improved meadows.
Cultivated or Farm land rainfed vs irrigated pasture, forests, cropland, settlements and infrastructure,
water bodies, bare land (including the reason why it is bare land, e,g, due to high elevation or due to
erosion).
I agree, they're fine. Built-up and non built-up artificial surfaces, Rainfed vs irrigated crops
Instead of required, strongly recommended (and default datasets will need a default). Standardization
has tremendous value. Try to follow an existing standard that is already used for national reporting.
Accuracy is not a mandatory request in Ecuador land cover assessments. However these studies are
carried out with a wide variety of methods. If a specific guidance or toolkit would be provided by the
GEO LND, this may allow national institutions have a tool for monitoring and create standards
according to its local reality.
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Land Cover/Change: LC Change Assessment
Survey Question: Measuring meaningful land cover (LC) change is hard. For instance, is a change
map based on information from two input dates sufficient? Please comment on this topic by
considering these questions for guidance. Are the suggested land cover standards sufficient to
implement meaningful change analysis? What minimum standards for input land cover are needed to
minimise detection of pseudo-changes (i.e. false positive values)? What minimum standards should
apply to change detection algorithms?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Accuracy should exceed 85%
Notes: C
 onsistent LC datasets should generate change layers that can then be classified. The CCI
product is internally consistent so it could be stated as good practice to follow a similar approach. An
attainable standard could be to achieve an accuracy assessment of > 85% rather than specify a
method.
Update from User Workshop

Standard suitable

Standard questioned

Standard rejected

Further consultation

Notes: The idea of having a target accuracy level as a standard to assess land cover change is
welcomed. Of the few suggestions received for a target accuracy threshold, a lower value somewhere
between 70 and 80% was mentioned.
Select data provider comments:
The greater temporal resolution the better. Two time periods are not sufficient to detect trends
because short-term dynamics such as seasonal or climate influences (or other) variances are not able
to be appropriately considered. At minimum 3 equal (e.g. 1-year) time periods should be used, but the
more the better.
Difficult to give standards. A consistent setup of a multi-year LC database is already very challenging.
Land cover changes and pseudo changes are difficult to define in a standardized way as they
probably depend on local conditions and the objectives in their description
Quantifying land cover change is indeed tricky. In many ways it is the change from natural vegetation
to transformed land (such as cropland) that are most important. These changes can often be better
resolved than changes between natural classes.
At the end you would need to estimate the accuracy of the change in one way or another. Change
maps always have area change biases that need to be addressed. Could be helpful to look at the
GFOI methods and guidance document here.
Confusion matrices and kappa indices should be required metadata information in any LC product
Two input dates is the minimum requirement. The accuracy of LC products is key.
We would say that a minimum or three/four dates are important to at least detect false positive
transitions. However, if we wish to have more details on the dynamics of changes, therefore more
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dates are required.
The LDN sub-indicator is Land Cover Change. This implies that the global land cover maps must be
consistent in time to allow comparison of land cover maps. In practical terms this means that the LC
processing chains should first detect the changes in land cover, and in a second step classify the
changes. Such an approach provides a time-consistent series of land cover maps which can be used
for Land Cover Changes analysis. In that context, the Land Cover CCI provides annual land cover
maps that are consistent in time since the whole processing chain is based on land cover detection
(done at 1km spatial resolution). In comparison most of the epochal global land cover maps such as
those produced in 2000, 2005 or 2010 have been produced independently and can not be used for
land cover changes since the LC change inaccuracies are amplified with respect to the single epoch
LC inaccuracies. This implies that the producers of global land cover maps must provide their
production details and informs well the limitations of use of their data. For example the land cover
maps that have been produced independently CAN NOT BE USED for land cover detection by
comparing independent land cover maps. In practical terms, this means that the LC processing chains
(being national, regional or global) shall look at the pixel trajectory and identify the "changed pixels"
and in a second step by classifying the change pixels. This requires to have a very good land cover
baseline (to be produced with the best available input data and training data) and to analyse the
changes with respect to the baseline. This can be done by going forward (in the future) or backwards
(in the past). First get a very good land cover baseline, second detect the changed pixels and third
re-classify the change pixels. The implementation is a bit more complex and might require looking at
the pixel trajectory along multiple years to eliminate "false positives" especially in the absence of
dense time series, as it is the case with historical Landsat data. The availability of dense time series
as those offered now by the Sentinels allow to have a more robust change detection when looking at
future changes.
There is an accuracy requirement for the LC changes and for the classification of the LC changes.
Using two land cover maps could give you a general idea of major changes, but it is not the preferred
method for assessing land cover change. Time series of land cover maps would be key for applying
some filtering and consistency checks to allow for high certainty land cover change analysis, such as
the ones implemented by the ESA CCI product. Given the capacities we have been made aware of
from countries, this is an area in which relying on countries capacities would not be ideal. Efforts into
producing consistent global land cover maps at ~30m resolution appropriate for land cover change
analysis would greatly benefit most users.
Change analysis considers the aggregation of land cover change categories into meaningful change
classes, the so called land cover flows. These are used in the EEA land accounting system to account
for main land use change issues.
With the Corine land cover we generate a land cover change layer rather than taking two stock
maps and generating changes later
I am hearing people talk about intensity and degradation while talking about land use change. This is
one reason we have tried to point out the need for a clear indicator of land degradation- such as soil
erosion prevalence
There will be push-backs in labelling certain changes as degraded.
Difficult to grasp the sense of LCC if the LC has an inherent change (e.g. croplands). It could help if
we define things based on what we really observe and not on how we interpret the observation.
There is no good quantitative way to measure LCC from a time series of LC. It is a choice. Do not
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know the best solution around this. We need a standard on this even if it is difficult.
Need an estimate of confidence in the LC classes and then aggregate that up to the LC change
classes.
This is a very challenging question. There is no calculable way of doing this. It is just a choice. We
need consensus on this.
Different standards needed for different biomes. Differentiate between seasonal changes and real
changes.
We should be aware of different types of changes: land cover phenomena that are in regular update
frequencies. Conditional changes vs. permanent (?) changes. I like the idea to stratify according to
biomes to nail down most important change processes per region.
CORINE Land Cover includes the production of a change layer rather than taking two stock maps and
generating changes later. The changes themselves are mapped.
IPCC has approaches 2 (change matrix) and 3 (spatially explicit / map) for estimating land change.
For LDN it is about approach 3 since the idea is integrated with other (spatial) datasets for the final
estimation, so a change matrix is interesting and useful but not really the highest priority. In
comparison IPCC focus is on accurate/unbiased area change estimates and so a map is not
necessarily the most important issue, it is more about having a robust statistical estimate with
confidence intervals (which is different than for LDN).
There is a UNFCCC process now called the global stocktake that for the first time links national GHG
inventories with "best-available" science - and that is a complicated process, maybe this is easier for
the UNCCD but I don't know that process very well.
What is the most important is the consistency in time. Land Cover change detection must be part of
the process to limit errors on the change. Comparison between 2 Land Cover maps creates less
accuracy because change detection is problematic (not consistent between one another). A very good
baseline period is crucial to assess changes.
LCC needs standardized methodology on training data. This methodology needs to be documented
for countries who produce the maps so we can have consistency. Accuracy of the maps is changing
very fast. Important to use data from a long period (using Landsat). ML, DL and AI can also bring
more accuracy than more traditional approaches.
Make sure that whatever we change we map/classify, and that this answers the key monitoring
questions of LDN i.e. what change are we trying to quantify. I think big guiding questions are important
for this process. For example a grassland that has now been encroached by invasive woody
vegetation…. or a degraded agricultural land that has been abandoned and is now bushland...
Accuracy of LC is less than what statisticians use. e.g. surface water extent is very inaccurate and it
disturbs the interpretation. Solution: Mask out agreed surface water extent. SEEA land cover change
matrix: many transitions are unlikely (e.g. urban to water) - possible to use many classes for LC and
then reduce the LCC classes.
Need guidance how to move unlikely transitions. And how to aggregate for reporting. Need guidance
on data quality. Guidance on how to produce LCC maps and get away from simple post-classification
comparison. e.g. fuzzy classification will lead to higher accuracy.
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Accuracy and quality are essential. We have to be sure what is the real LC change. We should look at
the SEEA transition matrices.
Advantage CCI offers over many national products is it is internally consistent across time - unlikely
transitions (artificial to forest and back, for example) are removed. Need a similar approach if
national-level maps are produced.
We should be careful with what we establish as 'imposible transitions', as some changes can be really
difficult to happen in some areas, but easy in others.
Select data user comments:
Accuracy statistics are needed, but just as important it is to select the type of changes that are
relevant. We have not defined yet a target accuracy.
It is very important to have statistical precision data for the change in land use, given the high
temporality in agricultural and forestry uses: I am not aware of the precision data of the set of data
subject to the needs.
It is essential to define the target accuracy that a given dataset (classification dataset) should meet
before utilizing it for an intended purpose. For instance, confusion matrix is the most widely used
method to examine the accuracy image classification and the minimum level of accuracy should not
be less than 80%. We don’t have nationally agreed a target dataset accuracy specification that
commonly used in the country. However, most domain experts of the area in the country uses
confusion matrix to evaluate the accuracy of change detection dataset and most of them believe that
the minimum level of accuracy of image classification should not be less than 80%.
Actually, studying the change of the land cover over the time needs an accurate values of different
data relevant to land cover change. We have a national meteorological dataset which is important for
studying the causes of the change in land cover, in addition, another different data can be useful.
The evaluation of accuracy statistics are key but have to be based on a minimum of ground truth data
and other available data (from Collect Earth for example). In our studies, dataset accuracy values are
very variable. But, meeting a value exceeding 70% is already good enough assessment.
Land cover change should create minimum standard for monitoring. Quality of change based on
accuracy statistics, and also from database resolution such as remote sensing dataset. But we need
to know about different definition of land cover and land use. Land cover focus on natural
circumstances. Land use combine nature, social and economic factors.
Change in Land Ownership no matter how small is important. If the land ownership pattern does not
change then within the same ownership then land cover class changes need to be predefined by the
users. For example deforestation on forest lands and private lands might have different levels of
significance. Some of these might be just seasonal or temporary in nature. So these changes need to
be filtered based on significant ones and insignificant ones. If land degradation processes are also
mapped then it is a better indicator. For example within agriculture land it is difficult to tell land cover
change. However if the soil erosion, water logging processes are predefined then it is relatively easier
to find out problematic areas.
I am agree to define the quality of change based on accuracy statistics without restricting nations and
users to a specific method. A standard target is necessary and is function of pixel size (100x100 m,
10x10 m or 1000x1000 m). Some land cover/land use database works also in this way: for example,
considering Corine Land Cover, any change lower 5 ha are not assessed. Other aspect is
understanding when a transition from land cover classes to another is improving or declining.
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There is still no product or quality indicator of land cover change. However, when changing from forest
to non-forest class, a percentage quality precision value is already available.
The datasets for land cover change should be have the same high resolution for all the periods
considered in the spatial analyses. Yes, we need target datasets accuracy with respect to time so
that we could convince our policy and decision makers regarding the actual situation. For instance,
2015 dataset became only available in 2018 due to ground validation instituted by concerned agency
before the data was released.
We do not have a target dataset accuracy at national level. It would be nice to determine the accuracy
of the method when calculating the changes. This metric will correlate with the pixel size of the data
that is being modified. Probably, the issue of quantifying the accuracy index requires additional
research.
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Land Cover/Change: Legend Translation
Survey Question: For different land cover (LC) class definitions to be effective, the translation between
legends must be robust. Please comment on this topic by considering these questions for
guidance.Do you agree that national classifications should be compatible with existing Land Cover
Meta Language (LCML) schemes to aid translation? What are your views on effective translation
between land cover types? Are there any known changes to the LCML that have been made, or are to
be made, that may affect land cover minimum data quality standards for LDN?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Land Cover Meta Language (LCML)
Notes: R
 equest all countries and map producers meet the LCML standard.
n.b. LCML is under revision (March 2020).
Update from User Workshop

Standard suitable

Standard questioned

Standard rejected

Further consultation

Notes: Hierarchical classification schemes are already in place in many countries, and
accommodation of this in the LDN monitoring and reporting is welcomed. This makes the use of the
LCML standard critical for translation between country land cover classifications.
Select data provider comments:
National classes must be compatible and comply with the needs of translation schemes.
Given the fact that different classifications will be used, it is essential to have standardized translation
schemes. Otherwise everybody will develop their own translation. LCML is a great idea.
It is important that classifications are compatible. I agree that national classification should be
compatible with international standards.
I think that effective and accurate translation is difficult, because it depends on the classification used
when building the land cover. There could be problems if a nation defines shrubs (at label level,
before the actual classification of the map) differently from another nation and then translate only the
final labels. Actual (in-situ or manual) labelling of the data used for the classification should also be
compatible with the intentional classification. I guess the Copernicus Global Land Cover Service data
with its fractions can be quite important for deriving land cover data for different legends using LCML
as a framework.
Agree with any classification should be comparable with LCML.
Yes LCML should be the standard. The legend translation is a very important topic.
In general one should expect that countries will produce unique national land cover maps that will
serve multiple purposes such as land degradation assessment. So LC legend translation for an LDN
use is unavoidable. The minimum requirement is to request to all countries and to the LC/LCC map
producers to fulfil the LCML standard schemes, which would make the legend translation more
straightforward.
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We should also not forget that the LC maps will have multiple uses also in the LDN assessment, for
the changes in land cover (sub-indicator 1) but also to stratify the analysis of the other 2
sub-indicators.
LCML - practical application using EAGLE (LCML profile) in European COPERNICUS products
(coming up: CLC Backbone and CLC Core); LCML currently under Revision process.
Select data user comments:
Most land cover classifications handle standards similar to those listed by you, hierarchically, and we
already have a defined classification from government and private institutions, which is called
CORINE Land Cover and also makes a time we had been working the FAO classification, called Land
Cover Classification System.
It is relevant to reach a fifth or sixth level, because in agriculture we have varieties and hybrids grown
on a large scale as well as different types of grass grasses that can be differentiated to pixels of 100m
The classification of land cover for the economic and environmental accounts in Colombia is the
hierarchical classification of CORINE land cover, we suggest using this classification, using the first
two levels, we consider that with these levels you have adequate information, we additionally suggest
add to the second level classes the third level classes called Grasslands and Shrubs.
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Land Productivity: Productivity Index
Survey Question: Calculating a suitable land productivity index is often dependent on the vegetation in
the area under study, the available Earth observation dataset parameters, and the complexity of
calculation required. Current best practice for the productivity index is to apply the NDVI algorithm.
Note that the basis for most productivity products is NPP, and other indices are available (e.g. GNDVI,
EVI2). Please comment on this topic by considering these questions for guidance. What is your
preferred equation for the land productivity index? What are your thoughts on better representing NPP
values? Please state your reasons for choosing a specific index.
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: NDVI
Notes: NDVI is acknowledged to have issues but is seen as simple to implement and understand, and
good for communication. It is also a suitable first pass at a net primary productivity (NPP) proxy.
Biophysical methods were mentioned as helpful but hard to operationalise.
Update from User Workshop

Standard suitable

Standard questioned

Standard rejected

Further consultation

Notes: The use of NDVI is generally thought to be suitable, although points are raised regarding the
propensity for it to map vegetation vigour rather than full land productivity.
Select data provider comments:
There is a wide academic literature on this topic and I recall it being reviewed in the GPG. Presumably
NDVI was chosen because it is simple and requires minimal data inputs - this is always a very
important determining criteria of a modelling approach.
NDVI has a strong limitation due to the non-linear relationship with biomass. A correction to deal with
the saturation at the high end is essential.
NDVI is the best known proxy of NPP and so it is a good communication tool. Ultimately you want kg
biomass/m2/yr. There are new datasets getting us closer to this now.
I think that NDVI is a bit limited (for the usual reasons of e.g. saturation). Simplified MODIS NPP/GPP
workflow could also be an option.
NDVI has been long proved now to be a good and easy proxy to land indicators.
I prefer the EVI index. NPP is prone to be affected by climatic factors and calculation complexity.
Based on our experience, NDVI is currently the best choice where vegetation types are quite different.
I'm of the opinion that although NDVI has some strong limitations (index saturation, soil effect) it does
give good results in many cases.
Other approaches can be to use spectral indicators that don't saturate (EVI) or, even better, some
biophysical parameters (e.g. fAPAR or LAI). But no scientific evidence has been provided that other
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approaches give better results when applied over 10 to 15 years of observations.
One approach which I strongly recommend is to stratify the Land Productivity measures and adapt the
measurements to the type of land cover and land use. Managed landscapes (crop land and
grasslands) can not be handled in the same way as natural landscape.
NDVI is the most established index and it has been proven to work in a wide range of conditions. It
does have limitations in some areas, and we are assessing the implementation of EVI for high
biomass areas, and SAVI for very low biomass areas.
15

EEA's productivity indicator uses the Plant Phenology Index (PPI) . PPI is based on the MODIS Nadir
BRDF-Adjusted Reflectance product (MODIS MCD43 NBAR). The product provides reflectance data
for the MODIS “land” bands (1 - 7) adjusted using a bi-directional reflectance distribution function. This
function models values as if they were collected from a nadir-view to remove so called cross-track
illumination effects. The Plant Phenology Index (PPI) is a new vegetation index optimized for efficient
monitoring of vegetation phenology. It is derived from a radiative transfer solution using reflectance in
visible-red (RED) and near-infrared (NIR) spectral domains. PPI is defined to have a linear
relationship to the canopy green leaf area index (LAI) and its temporal pattern is strongly similar to the
temporal pattern of gross primary productivity (GPP) estimated by flux towers at ground reference
stations. PPI is less affected by presence of snow compared to commonly used vegetation indices
such as Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) or Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI).
It should not matter. Important to minimize the noise in the time series and how to define the optimum
productivity. NDVi is sensible to use, would be a good base standard. There might be reasons why
in a different environment another index would be more suitable. GPG should allow to also use a
different index.
In sparse vegetation NDVI works better, in tropical environments EVI is better.
So many options for NPP - this was the challenge in GPGv1 - everyone has a strong opinion about
what to use. The truth is that some indices work better under certain circumstances (cover amounts
etc) than others. Knowing the typical response characteristics of the index you choose is the key.
Maybe NDVI could be termed the default. NDVI is available. We should have the ambition to go
towards measurable units. For land cover, most countries have data, but for NPP that’s not the case.
It has to be provided internationally.
There are inconsistencies coming from the sensors which are technologically solved. It should be
made sure these are fixed when using multiple sensors.
Consistency of time series is an important aspect. In Copernicus different sensors are not
straightforward to have consistency. FAPAR, LAI, DMP: include ancillary data such as land cover and
therefore some overlapping, not completely independent.
How can biomass (kg)/m2/year be used as a standard, especially across different vegetation types
which will all have their individual specific densities?
If suggesting NDVI then need to be clear about the pre-processing and calibration about the input
data prior to calculating NDVI values.
I would support a move toward a more biophysical based indicator such as fAPAR and LAI.
15

http://ppi.nateko.lu.se:8000/PPI/References/PPI_Jin_Eklundh_E2014.pdf
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NDVI is not a physically based index but is easy to use. Some countries have multiple cycles because
of multiple rainy seasons. Managed landscape needs specific processing. Some types of land cover
have a very low phenology and NDVI might not be optimal (e.g. evergreen forests).
NDVI is a minimum standard but caution should be given to when this is recorded (wet or dry season
can affect results). Having access to full time series (such as data cube) could be a way to use this
product more easily.
NDVI should be a minimum standard but it can change very fast during the season (dry/wet). Need to
be consistent on when this is measured (and this can change over different regions). Due to the
seasonality of NDVI, it would be good to define.... a time window?
Regarding common sense and understandability I agree that NDVI should be the minimum standard.
There are more interesting indicators, but they are also more complicated.
EEA is mandated to implement Copernicus Land Monitoring Services for which PPI is being computed
on a global level from 2000 onwards. Regarding standards, what should be used is what is available
everywhere (NDVI might be good enough, even if PPI could provide better accuracy). NDVI alone
does not tell everything about degradation.
Other indexes are not necessarily difficult to calculate such as SATVI, some of them do not correlate
with NDVI. Also, too much simplicity might be misleading.
Practitioners need to be aware of the limitations of NDVI, this needs to be made clear.
I have often wondered how NPP ended up as a key indicator of LDN, it is certainly the most
problematic indicator we have - especially as using NDVI does not indicate health or degradation. If
an area is invaded with invasive shrubs (woody) the NPP is seen as an increase, but reality on the
ground is the area is Unproductive and Degraded. SATVI is a more suitable index.
Agree to use NDVI as the minimum standard because it is easy and well understood. Also suggest
alternative standards (EVI, fractional cover-PV).
NDVi might saturate in high biomass areas. But EVI also has issues. If using EVI, use two band
version of EVI (without blue band). Like fractional cover, but need to look at computational capacity.
NDVI is the best candidate for a minimum standard.
NDVi fine as a minimum standard. PPI needs to be parametrized for each region. NDVI is globally
applicable.
Select data user comments:
NDVI is appropriate, but perhaps it could be complemented or adjusted by other variables. For
example, a dry period will result in a decrease in NDVI and so in land productivity, without necessarily
indicating a trend in degradation. Same for other events (like fires) when vegetation recovers in a
relatively short period of time, but having a temporary lower productivity. This means we have to
distinguish between real trends in productivity changes from recurrent phenomena.
The NDVI can generate resilience or vigor in some natural covers, but the productivity issue is more
related to the properties of the soil and the climate than to the cover itself; the vigor of the vegetation
is the response to fertile soils high in productivity and places with enough water at the time the image
is taken.
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The NDVI is better related to the vigor of the vegetation, to the identification of areas with
hydromorphic type covers, to vegetative states of cultivated plants, among others.
NDVI with its all limitation gives a relatively better general insight than the others index to monitor and
map land productivity changes. Thus, this index is widely known and accepted index in the country to
monitor crop or vegetation stress condition or health status in each season. There is no other widely
known and used index in the country better than NDVI.
Since its value is highly affected by the seasonal variation, it requires a great caution while selecting
input data and interpreting associated output.
NDVI is suitable for the country to be used for this index (land productivity).
It is perfect and meet the national requirements.
Using NDVI is possible but the proposed algorithm has to consider the known limitations especially on
humid / perhumid regions.
NDVI is used to calculate and demonstrate chlorophyll of the vegetation and its dynamics. Land
productivity is related to more factors, such as land use types.
Earlier in Trends.Earth software land productivity dynamics included NDVI as well as three other
parameters of rainfall, soil moisture and evapotranspiration. However no method was defined for
calculating LPD or uploading NDVI on the software. So this time if NDVI is being taken as a proxy, the
software should be able to upload NDVI maps directly. Using NDVI directly in the software is better
than calculating LPD into six categories of degraded, improving etc. using NDVI. Also rainfall maps
can also be uploaded which can enable the software to calculate LPD on its own. Soil moisture and
evapotranspiration levels are difficult to obtain.
NDVI represents a good proxy evaluating land productivity changes, however may be combined with
other vegetation index (i.e. Leaf Area Index (LAI) furnished by Copernicus Global Land Service) to to
give a better information.
The NDVI has shown a good performance in biomass productivity monitoring experiences, however, it
is necessary to improve spatial resolution and work with an input that harmonizes the dry and rainy
season conditions.
Being a proxy indicator for land productivity dynamics (LPD), the use of NDVI is suitable minimum
standard. I think this is better than the current LPD expressed qualitatively. If we could express LPD
as index rather than qualitative description, I think it would be more understood. Of course, the
element of time and season when taking NDVI should be considered in the analysis.
I strongly believe NDVI can adequately be relied on to monitor and map land productivity changes.
NDVI suitable and we use NDVIE index for monitoring especially for some project.
NDVI would be very useful, as it is easy to implement. But, it should be complemented with solid
ground truthing, in order to be able to relate it to productivity and not just get relative values of a given
region versus another or a given year versus another.
I find it appropriate. In our case, it proved as relevant. It's pretty widely accepted as a minimum
standard.
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Land Productivity: Climate Calibration / Normalisation
Survey Question: It is an option to calibrate the land productivity data for climate issues and there are
multiple methods available (e.g. NDVI trends, rain use efficiency, ResTrend, water use efficiency).
Some are limited in their applicability to different habitats, or are seen as contentious, or are complex
to calculate and apply. What is your opinion on using a method to calibrate for the effects of climate?
Please comment on your preferred calibration method, or provide reasons for not applying a
calibration.
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Use uncalibrated data
Notes: The standard is to not apply a climatic calibration / normalisation function as this is a complex
issue that differs according to biome and geography. The user needs to define the most relevant
signal, whether that involves climate or not.
n.b. This topic should also be considered for detailed explanation in the GPG and/or further
consultation.
Update from User Workshop

Standard suitable

Standard questioned

Standard rejected

Further consultation

Notes: It was generally thought that some form of calibration or normalisation to account for the
effects of climate should be applied to the land productivity data. This contradicts the suggested
standard and therefore requires clear guidance. It is suggested that this is fully discussed in the GPG.
Select data provider comments:
For some purposes the calibration is essential, but there are many objectives for which you do not
want climate-calibrated data. Therefore the standard should be not to calibrate, since you can always
calibrate but you cannot go back.
The calibrated and uncalibrated datasets provide different information that can help target remediation
activities.
I think this is critical and possibly requiring further research. I think a calibration for the effects of
climate should be used. It should be made for all countries otherwise there will be compatibility issues.
I think that with tools such as trends.earth the correction could be easily accessible for countries.
First of all, It should be understood that although it is important to analyse the LP annual trends with
respect to the annual rainfalls, it is equally important to assess how climate changes are impacting
land productivity. For example a wetland that totally dried out due the absence of rainfall should
appear as a degrading. Second, some of the methods should be excluded because of some strong
limitations (e.g. Rain Use Efficiency which is a too simple index that can only be applied in drylands
and under certain conditions). For the global default data, I would propose to produce different LP
datasets using different methods and explain the purpose of the different datasets to the countries.
For the country implementation, I would propose to let countries do their interpretation of the global
and national datasets but to ask them to document their methods when reporting to the UNCCD.
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To understand the results, it requires a high level of knowledge. Also, there is the issue of the
mismatch in spatial resolution of the climate products which are very coarse, generating block effects
in the results which really affect interpretation of results.
Normalising the time series to climatic variation and using the residuals only assumes that in the
presence of significant correlation between climatic and vegetation signals human impact is not
present. This assumption cannot hold in all cases.
Climate might contribute to degradation. That needs to be dealt with. We should probably report both.
I realise that we are trying to highlight human induced degradation, but the idea of showing no
degradation when in truth the climate is degrading a country is the wrong message to send through
reporting.
I think Water Use Efficiency has been demonstrated to provide a very consistent interpretation of the
impacts of climate change across the widest range of land cover types and regions.
The science related to distinguishing climate related changes from anthropogenic is not
straightforward but it is something we should be pursuing. We should distinguish these two worlds as
much as we can. It might not be a quality standard but a step that country could take.
Should some aspect of calibration be used to reduce the “noise” (i.e. the influence of rainfall in
changing this dynamic).
A biophysical quantity, productivity, should be calculated as it is, not modified to take into account why
it is like this. Then, in a subsequent second step, this quantity can be evaluated to understand causes
and effects, and to quantify scenarios like "what would have been the NPP without the effect of
climate change".
Should we lower the degradation standards in places affected by climate change? I think it should
only provide us some background on why degradation is happening. Having access to quality climate
data for Africa is a challenge in itself.
Precipitation, drought intensity, length, occurrence and frequency are all very important. However, if
we calibrate such as it is done in the REST-TREND model how do we handle areas which are
impacted by both climate and anthropogenic effects?
Rainfall drives the NDVI - at least the magnitude of the greenness. Need normalization with the
rainfall. Areas with much rainfall would need guidance on this - not sure how to do this though.
Select data user comments
It can be used as a standard as long as it can be related to other indicators such as the climatic
variability index.
Climate Change is one of the most important factor affecting the land productivity, so the calibration to
the productivity index is required.
Climate has effects on land productivity and these effects are different depending on soils types and
climate regime. These specific conditions have to be considered.
Yes, climate has great effects on vegetation such as rainfall and drought in arid areas. We should
establish a standard of normalisation and calibration of land productivity according to national
circumstance.
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Normalize the land productivity indicator according to dry and rainy seasons, taking into account the
productivity and climatic contrasts that occur in the country.
I think the nation's circumstances require the application of normalization/calibration to the productivity
index. In my opinion, the seasonal and spatial variability of climate in a country may require this
calibration.
We believe that so far the available method is quite sufficient.
My opinion, normalisation/calibration should be implemented at the national level. Of course, better
resolution and field work are required which requires additional resources. (Possibility of pilot project
implementation.)
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Land Productivity: Linking Time Series
Survey Question: To account for newer data sources with shorter time series and smaller archives,
there is often a requirement to calibrate indices relating to land productivity (LP) but derived from
different imaging satellite systems. Linear regression has been used to assess and account for
differences between older archives and newer datasets. Other methods such as down-scaling could
also be of potential benefit. What method would you recommend for calibrating between archived data
and newly collected imagery, and why?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Linear Regression
Notes: L
 inear regression should be the minimum standard. Other methods e.g. machine learning, to
be used at the discretion of a national reporting body.
Select data provider comments:
Whatever the model, it must be fit for purpose and transparent. The methods to calculate LP used in
the global dataset are relatively complex and hard to explain to countries - any further technical detail
such as data calibration will be very difficult to explain, which erodes confidence in the accuracy of the
data.
The relations are not necessarily linear, so we need more complex techniques. Potentially using the
land cover data.
ARD should negate this to a large extent, but there will always be slight differences between datasets.
Linear regression is simple and ok.
A statistical or machine-learning method such as randomForest could improve the linear regression
approach because it can model non-linear relationships.
Linear regression is preferred, since its robustness and successfulness in previous applications.
Downscaling coarse resolution data (300m-1km) with moderate resolution data (10-30m) is a very
interesting area of research, which has already been applied in a number of domains (e.g. Land
Surface Temperature downscaling using Landsat/Sentinel 2 data). This allows it to benefit from the
high temporal resolution of coarse resolution sensors (e.g MODIS, VIIRS, PROBA-V, S3 OLCI) and
the spatial details of moderate resolution sensors (Landsat and Sentinel 2). Downscaling approaches
are very interesting in parts of the world where the availability of moderate resolution data is not
sufficient (e.g. cloud affected region) and for historical analysis where only Landsat data is available.
Downscaling is a very interesting research area that still needs to be consolidated before we can
apply the method in large scale mapping.
Definitely a research area that should be conducted now (one of the objectives of the ESA SEN4LDN
project).
We have used linear models.
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Land Productivity: Harmonise and Compare Indices
Survey Question: Consideration is being made about whether an individual country could determine
which vegetation index to use based on their national circumstances and requirements. However, a
harmonised approach to mapping in terms of defining land productivity (LP) is required as part of the
LDN process. What thoughts do you have regarding standardising the reporting of land productivity if
different indices are used? What methods exist to maximise the comparability between different
indices?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Report changes in an index
Notes: Each country can determine which index to use based on national circumstances and the good
practice guidance. To harmonise this between countries, it’s important to report levels of change in an
index (rather than absolute values of the index itself). Having a minimum standard index could help.
Select data provider comments:
Harmonisation is important, but country ownership of the reporting is probably more important. I
support alternative approaches in-country if it means better policy and decision-making.
Just like the issue with scales, a standardization is essential. It is impossible to work at the global
level and discuss global goals if individual countries decide on the indicator to use.
It should be fine to use any indicator. It is the change in the indicator from the baseline that is
assessed, not the level of the indicator specifically.
Overall I have a number of overarching
concerns around this specific index and in many ways the fundamentals of computation may need
considerations. The biggest concern is the impact of cyclic weather patterns on the result.
I think that the use of different indices by different countries could complicate the process. However
different indices for different eco-climatic zones could be proposed at the global level. Soil information
could also be taken into account when defining zones and productivity indices.
I would try to harmonise this issue and ask for a single index, i.e NDVI
A global harmonized approach is necessary, which could make the results comparable. For
maximizing the comparability, we could utilize a series of indices and analyze the consistencies, thus
making a strategic combination on how many indicators show the same trend.
From our point of view, giving the freedom to choose between different indices may increase the
complexity of LDN monitoring process. The ultimate goal is to facilitate comparability between
countries so the methodology should be consistent.
The GPG must give flexibility to the countries to select their approach including the LP indices they
want to apply. Global standardised approaches are only needed for the global datasets that are
provided to countries as default data.
I would recommend that, if countries decide to use different indices or to adapt the LP measures to
the type of land cover and land use (e.g managed landscapes vs natural landscapes), that they follow
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a fully transparent approach documenting their methods in detail.
Transparency and reproducibility are key requirements for the global products (default datasets) and
for the national implementations.
I wouldn't see a major problem in different countries using different indicators.
Different vegetation indices have different properties and might indicate differing results in terms of
vegetation productivity dynamics. The harmonization of vegetation indices is preferable for LDN
reporting on land productivity, in case the goal is to compare results between countries.
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Land Productivity: Growing Season Definition
Survey Question: Understanding the growing season definition is a core component when processing
time-series land productivity index data. As stated in the Good Practice Guidance for SDG 15.3.1,
there are two main ways to calculate and define the growing season: using absolute values (i.e. NDVI
> 0.2), or using proportional values (i.e. NDVImin + 10%). What are your comments regarding the way
a growing season is defined using data from a productivity index time series?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Proportional methods applied to a phenological year
Notes: U
 se proportional methods as standard along with phenological year as the default (creates
global parity). But be aware that economic information is reported according to calendar year.
Select data provider comments:
The key is to distinguish between the actual and the potential growing season. Proportional season
timings make it more flexible between different indicators.
No preference, but a caution that southern hemisphere seasons cross calendar years - a fault in some
major early analysis Not an expert in this field, but I think that maybe approaches like Timesat or
simpler time series analysis (amplitude/phase) could be suggested instead.
I think proportional values could fit better in different land conditions.
Proportional values will probably give a better representation of local/national conditions of the
vegetation.
What is more important is that the approach selected is applied in a consistent way. Consistency is
more important than the actual thresholds used. There are approaches that use dynamic thresholding
mechanisms rather than absolute thresholds.
Another element to keep in mind is the definition of the years for reporting. Do we use calendar years
or phenological years? Guidance on this is important for countries in the southern hemisphere. There
are many more ways how the growing season might be defined. The EEA has performed a
comparative study which showed that depending on the method used, even opposing trends in
vegetation phenology and consequently in vegetation productivity can be observed.
The EEA indicator on vegetation productivity uses the threshold method, which is similar to the
16
second option mentioned in this questionnaire . The reason for using this method was two-fold: the
threshold method is simple and transparent, and the simple nature of the method largely facilitates the
communication of results and hence the comparability between countries.
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https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/land-productivity-dynamics/assessment
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Carbon Stocks: SOC Data Uncertainty
Survey Question: Data uncertainty is a key parameter. There are four methods listed in the GPG for
assessing Tier 2 and 3 SOC data uncertainty: geostatistical modelling of point data and their
covariates; geostatistical modelling of existing maps and observations; subjective judgement; and
statistical validation. The current recommendations are: Tier 1 - Follow IPCC methods, Tier 2 and 3 Statistical validation (cross-validation of uncertainty). Please comment on this topic by considering
these questions for guidance. What are your opinions of these proposals? What other methods to
assess uncertainty should be considered as a minimum?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: Pixel-based uncertainty assessment
Notes: T
 he standard is to apply statistical uncertainty analysis. Datasets should aim for pixel level
uncertainty. IPCC 2019 guidance has a revised method for uncertainty assessment for Tier 1.
Eventually data uncertainty should be included at a pixel level, for all sub-indicators.
Update from User Workshop

Standard suitable

Standard questioned

Standard rejected

Further consultation

Notes: R
 espondents saw the benefit of pixel level uncertainty reporting within datasets, but is
suggested that this is discussed more before implementation.
Select data provider comments:
Statistical validation should be the minimum standard, but it is unclear what method is best. The
problem is the plethora of statistical techniques that often make the cross-validation difficult to see as
a standardized method. But I do not have another method to assess the uncertainty.
The forthcoming release of SoilGrids will include uncertainty measures at global level (5th and 95%
percentiles of the predictions). Those intervals could be used to assess uncertainty. At national/local
level uncertainty could be modelled with available statistical methods. Accuracy of the predictions
should be assessed using cross-validation.
IPCC 2019 guidance has a revised method for uncertainty assessment for Tier 1.
My issue with soil stocks is that we seem to have a good idea on the stocks but few real data on
changes in stocks and basically rely on models. So any validation of changes in soil c-stocks will not
really be able to address biases, which is an important limitation that should be mentioned here.
My perception is that no uncertainty analysis is being performed to date in most cases, and efforts
should be put in place to first get those reported.
The uncertainty of prediction is useful, but how were the ground measurements taken, etc. Should not
use old data, but we should have clear measures of uncertainty (e.g. RMSE) – standard ways to do
this. Since we are trying to look at change over time, and thus the goal should be reducing uncertainty
related to this.
There are so many sources of uncertainty (e.g. lab measurement protocols, mapping side). In terms of
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the pixel level, the more detail you need for these assessments, the more challenging it is. Different
levels of uncertainty are acceptable at different scales. Countries need guidance on how to calculate.
Many countries will struggle on carbon stocks. Uncertainty should be included in reporting but should
not be used as a standard.
Data uncertainty needs to be included. And we should try to move to data uncertainty at pixel level,
and for all 3 sub-indicators. And then to derive uncertainties at national level. As a slower process,
uncertainties can be even greater when put in a model. Uncertainty should be at a pixel level and this
pixel uncertainty should be assessed in the reporting. Carbon stocks (above and below ground
carbon) should be preferred rather than only SOC, especially in forest environments.
Available products are models, extrapolated to some extent. A model solution is where we should be
heading.
Models are a good way to go at national scale.. There is high uncertainty in the IPCC defaults and in
global datasets.
Look into H2020 QA4EO and FIDUCEO. A lot of work has been done to establish a framework for
uncertainties.
Spatial uncertainty is important. Can be calculated at pixel level OR at aggregated model. Depends on
the user's needs.
SoilGrids will provide uncertainty when the new release (Spring 2020) will be fully released.
Data uncertainty needs to be included. And we should try to move to data uncertainty at pixel level,
and for all 3 sub-indicators. And then to derive uncertainties at national level.
Select data user comments:
It would be convenient to have uncertainty included at a pixel level.
Pixel-level uncertainty requirement is necessary to define the level of uncertainty of the information.
For the pixel-level uncertainty requirements it still need more discussion.
Pixel level uncertainty is suitable but also challenging to implement for countries.
The pixel-level uncertainty may be assessed through some meta-information of the pixel (i.e. number
of profiles, soil sampling year, etc.)
The pixel-level uncertainty should be considered.
I find it appropriate. Uncertainty must be included at a pixel level.
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Carbon Stocks: Soil Inventory Update Period
Survey Question: When national level data are to be used for SOC Tier 2 data analysis, the soil
inventory update period should be no more than 10-years. What are your comments regarding this
update period?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Suggested standard: 10 years
Notes: T
 his is probably more of a goal, as the specific time period depends on local rates of change,
the change methods used and local conditions. It could be potentially difficult for countries to attain
this.
Update from User Workshop

Standard suitable

Standard questioned

Standard rejected

Further consultation

Notes: A
 cknowledging the challenges around this ambitious standard, the 10 year update period was
generally seen as one to strive for.
Select data provider comments:
Probably OK, but shorter period maximum would be better because SOC is quite dynamic when land
use changes occur.
I would say no less than 10-years. In 90% of the cases we are not looking at abrupt changes and
monitoring for shorter periods is a waste of resources as changes are gradual.
I think this is consistent with the typical rate of change in SOC and the sensitivity of the detection
methods.
This all depends on the methodology - if this is for a natural reference then the update could be
longer. Few countries can afford this cost and it might not be the best use of resources.
I think that 10 years is reasonable for agricultural soils or soils where land cover change happened.
I would say that if a country has data on soil c-stock changes then try to use it no matter what. Many
tropical, sub-tropical countries have nothing and any local/national data on c-stock changes, even if
old, should be useful.
Agree with that.
SOC is a slow variable, and you need at least 5 years in order to start to notice changes. That being
said, no country to my knowledge (developed or not) is performing soil surveys nation wide every 10
years. And a proof of that is that the current SOC products are using data from a 50 year period.
Federal state of Germany Bavaria took 30 years to get a Bavarian-wide survey of soil cores.
Select data user comments:
Given the difficulties to obtain field samples the 10 year update period is appropriate so far.
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The period seems reasonable given that carbon can be lost to the atmosphere in a tillage of the land
or can be captured with coverings efficient enough to capture the carbon to the ground.
The inventory update period (10 Years) is suitable (with condition of data availability).
Regarding the inventory update period it is ok to be every 10 years.
10 years will be suitable but there is a lot of efforts that have to be done to develop knowledge inside
the countries.
Update every 10 years or 5 years should be decided by national capacity and soil carbon calculation
needs or land use types. Some land use such as crop land, forest land, may be updated every 5
years. while sandy land may be 10 years.
Soil Organic Carbon was calculated for the second time period by extrapolating the land degradation
maps. So if we have one soil organic carbon map, the second map can be prepared using the land
use change maps. We support that method. Also in certain maps, marshy areas and areas under
water lead to a false reading or no data on the map. This leads to distortion of data. Therefore the
total area of soil organic carbon map is usually much lesser than the geographical area. Effort should
be made to match the total area of soil organic carbon with the total geographical area.
Inventory update period every 10 years is a good standard even if a national soil monitoring network
should be present in the country to obtain updating.
Updating every 10 years is adequate since these data are not expected to change their values in a
shorter period of time, as long as there is no anthropic intervention. The data of organic carbon in the
soil can be obtained from the samplings that are carried out using the methodology of the National
Forest Inventory.
According to soil experts, it would take 8-10 or more years to see the changes in SOC. I believe the
inventory update period of 10 years is appropriate. However, there are countries doing inventory more
frequently because of new SOC data coming from new areas which further improve the SOC map.
10 years as the starting point is OK but can be reduced to 5 years in future. Systemic soil testing is an
expensive undertaking. It is possible to conduct a study of this factor at pilot sites, if the necessary
funding is allocated.
There is even not a solid baseline due to lacking lab capacities. An ongoing project with external
funding is addressing this issue. Afterwards, every 10 years?? We are proposing to use soil
spectroscopy, but are somehow trapped between the different logics of donors and technical
requirements, which slows down this process.
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Good Practice Guidance

Cross Cutting: Mosaic and Compositing
Survey Question: Images used to generate sub-indicator land cover and productivity products need to
be joined to form a mosaic. There are different rules that can be used to choose which pixel value
should be used to composite the overlapping image areas. The 'best available pixel' compositing
method is currently the recommendation. Does this remain the most useful compositing method for
LDN monitoring? Which other compositing methods would you recommend when generating
sub-indicator products?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Notes: B
 est available pixel is generally agreed on as suitable. Geo-Median is also an option that
should be mentioned in the GPG.
Select data provider comments:
The 'best available pixel' compositing method is a good idea if reliable information about the quality of
the pixel is available. Average or most frequent value could also be used when information on the
quality of the pixel is not available or not reliable.
Indeed, from our experience BAP is a good compositing method. Geo-Median is emerging as a
possible good solution to and should be explored.
Compositing methods need to be optimised for the output products. There is no compositing method
that can serve all needs. I strongly advocate to have the composing methods embedded in the
individual processing chains (e.g. Land cover, Land productivity). Best available pixel seems like an
appropriate method.
Best pixels are good for compositing (combining many images of the same location and resolution).
Mosaicing method: happy to read that the best representative pixel is the preferred method. This is
what we do in Copernicus S2GM service, and I fully support this statement.
I've been using the 'medoid' method to select pixels, instead of the median approach. Medoid aims to
keep
the
same
observation
date
through
spectral
bands
(More
on
medoid:
https://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/5/12/6481/htm).
Assuming we want to compare land change over different time periods (e.g. years), I would expect the
composites would use median values for the year or perhaps a season so the land change
comparisons are consistent. A “best pixel” might imply the most recent cloud-free pixel, which may not
achieve consistent comparisons in time.
Best available pixel approaches have resulted in the availability of annual global cloud-free surface
reflectance composites that provide a sound basis for generating land cover maps.
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Cross Cutting: Data Aggregation
Survey Question: Data aggregation is key for land productivity and SOC reporting, making the data
inter-operable between the three sub-indicators. Currently, land cover polygons are used as spatial
aggregation units and a spatially weighted average is used as the method of aggregation. Please
comment on this topic by considering these questions for guidance. What are your comments on the
use of land cover polygons as the aggregation unit? What comments do you have regarding spatially
weighted averaging as a method for spatial aggregation?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Notes: General agreement that data should remain as raster data and not be aggregated, or it could
be aggregated in line with national needs i.e. to administrative units. Generally not thought that this
needs to be set as a standard.
Select data provider comments:
All analysis should be done using rasters so I strongly discourage use of polygon-based data. As far
as I know all methods for polygon-based analysis are replicable on raster data, even if some creative
approaches are needed.
It is difficult to aggregate over land cover polygons if we are dealing with raster maps for land cover,
which may represent a noisy pattern.
The accuracy of land cover polygons are linked to the accuracy of land cover classification and the
classes used. Different results will be obtained using different classes.
Using land cover polygons as aggregation units is a good approach but it should be mixed with a
gridding system especially for large land cover polygons like forest.
In case the land cover classification is of high quality, i.e. accuracy is at least 85% or higher, and in
case the land cover classification has a high enough thematic resolution/detail, aggregating
continuous datasets within these classes is a good method. Averaging only works with using
continuous and normally distributed datasets.
The nearest neighbour method may also be a good method of spatial aggregation of datasets with
different pixel resolutions, or for spatially registering images to a place, for instance.
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Land Cover/Change: Additional Data
Survey Question: Land cover (LC) datasets are constructed primarily using optical imagery. A fully
documented processing methodology should be presented alongside the data. It is also recognised
that in many instances the inclusion of additional information such as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
imagery, LiDAR elevations and derived products such as image texture improves the robustness of
the resulting land cover product. Please comment on this topic by considering these questions for
guidance. If you are a data provider, is your land cover product derived using such additional
information? Do you think that the inclusion of SAR, LiDAR or texture (or any combination of those)
should be set as a standard for SDG 15.3.1 monitoring?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Notes: S
 uggested that this shouldn't be a standard. Extra data are useful, but should not be dictated
to analysts. The end result (classes, change periods etc) is more important as a standard.
Select data provider comments:
I support additional information but this will create compatibility issues. I remain unconvinced the
benefits of more precise land cover outweigh the costs from erosion of consistency and compatibility.
It is strange to define the data that have to be used. It is essential to define the final outcome and the
required quality. How people reach the quality should be left open as it strongly depends on local
conditions.
SAR and lidar datasets are both evolving fast, and provide additional information to improve models.
SAR can also improve coverage in cloudy areas (such as the Pacific).
Using SAR to move from a cover class to an actual standing woody biomass would be hugely useful.
I do not know if the inclusion of additional information should be set as a standard, because it could
create compatibility issues. However, if the classes are clearly defined according to the international
standard and measures of accuracy are provided, it could be an option to improve quality.
Only consider active data when meteorological conditions make it difficult to get optical images.
LiDAR data is a very important dataset especially to detect the vegetation height and distinguish
forests, shrublands and grasslands. However LiDAR data is only available experimentally and for
limited areas through the GEDI instrument on board the International Space Station (ISS).
I don't think we should provide a strict recommendation on what to use. The guidance should present
all options, and let the countries use their knowledge to decide what works best in their area. The key
is to request information from countries on the data sources and methods used, so that the UNCCD
can assess the quality of the processing workflows applied, and interpret potential differences.
I don't think additional information should be set as a standard. In places with e.g. strong cloud cover
during much of the year, the use of e.g. radar images could and should be allowed. As long as the
cartographic specs of the land cover maps are followed and the required nomenclature of the land
cover classification are monitored, the selection of the input data source should be left to the decision
of national or local experts.
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Land Productivity: Gap Filling
Survey Question: Gap filling of the time-series data, to compensate for missing land productivity data,
currently follows the guidance of using an 8-neighbour cubic convolution filter. In your opinion which
statistical gap filling method is most suitable as a minimum standard?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Notes: T
 his is generally seen as suitable, but other methods should be listed in the GPG for larger
areas (if relevant).
Select data provider comments:
Wouldn't want to be any larger search area given the coarseness of the productivity data.
This doesn't seem a bad solution. The proposed methodology is fine enough.
The first question you should ask is whether gap filling is needed or not. I would say that even if the
gap filling has some limitations, it is a necessary step to compute the integral of the NPP proxy.
There are different approaches to gap filling, and I don't have any preferences. Some are using
polynomial fitting. Some are doing the gap filling with data from previous years to capture better the
natural process of the land points.
I would say that the gap filling methods need to be adapted to the type of vegetation and to the
climatic conditions. For example some lands have a single vegetation cycle while in some other parts
of the world there are two cycles due to the presence of 2 rainy seasons. This shows that imposing a
unique gap filling method might be counterproductive and impose some strong limitations.
Is this recommended in the GPG? Trends.Earth does not apply any filling method to date.
This depends on the spatial and temporal resolution of the input image time series. Low(er) spatial
resolution image series do well with the Savitzky-Golay filter. For Sentinel series normally the
Whittaker filter is suggested. It is advised that the filtering method is also standardized for land
productivity dynamics detection under LDN reporting.
8-neighbour cubic convolution is only applicable if the gap is exactly 1 single pixel. What are you
doing in all other (probably more common) cases?
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Carbon Stocks: Spatial Stratification
Survey Question: Spatial stratification of the SOC data at a national level has been suggested as a
possible requirement. Please comment on this topic by considering these questions for guidance.
What are your opinions on spatial stratification? Should this be implemented? What methods would
you recommend for LDN monitoring?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Notes: S
 uggested that this should not be a requirement/standard, but part of the GPG. Any
stratification could be linked to Net Primary Productivity (NPP) performance zones, or degradation
severity. The decision should be left to the individual nations.
Select data provider comments:
It is strange to make stratification a requirement. It depends on the local conditions, the size of the
country etc whether stratification is useful.
Should be linked to the land cover map. The NPP performance zones would also be useful.
Spatial stratification by eco-climatic regions or soil types or land cover is important to help differentiate
changes in carbon stocks.
Countries should have flexibility in acquiring the soil data, ideally there is a design-based sample.
Spatial stratification is necessary. A degradation type and severity based stratification is preferred.
LDN as a framework does not allow for degradation in one area to be compensated by improvement
in areas with different soil potentials and vegetation potentials, so stratification is key.
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Working Group 3

Land Cover/Change: Data Fusion
Survey Question: Smaller nations, such as small island states, do not benefit from coarse spatial
resolution data, but may possess one or more years of high-resolution data. Suggestion has been
made that data fusion models could assist in the assessment of LC/LCC datasets that are temporally
and spatially varied. Please comment on this topic by considering these questions for guidance. What
experience of such models do you have? How would such models be implemented in a standards
compliant way? Are there well established data fusion models that should be made available to
countries? How are those models compliant with existing data quality standards?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Notes: Generally seen as a good idea, but too complex to implement as a standard. One option would
be to move to WG3 or add in the GPG as a 'would like to have'
Select data provider comments:
The key challenge will be technical capacity limitations. Countries need to have ownership of reporting
so that it is meaningful and supports country-level policies and decision-making. Heavy reliance on
external consultants will erode country ownership.
It would be good to have a flexible system with some level of hierarchy in scales. I think it is already
difficult to set proper standards at a single scale level. So in practice, keep it simple and practical!
Blending ARD datasets in reflectance units would be fine for most terrestrial applications. I think
17
18
19
STARFM is one of the models I’ve seen used . Tim McVicar at CSIRO has done a lot of work on
this and would be a useful contact.
This could be standardised. However it requires some computational infrastructure.
Well, moving to 100 m Copernicus data would already help here. UNCCD is a key user in the ESA
Worldcover project that will provide global land cover at 10 m resolution for 2020 and that should be a
useful "one time" layer for smaller countries. Data fusion seems a good solution.
The use of different spatial resolutions data in land cover classification is still a research area but
looks very promising especially if the full time series of coarse/moderate resolution data are exploited.
Theoretically it is feasible to downscale coarse resolution with high resolution data in land cover
mapping but the approach needs to be well consolidated and validated before it can be applied in
large scale mapping.
In expert hands, data fusion can be an asset in improving the information content of Earth
17
18
19

https://github.com/nmileva/starfm4py
https://ris.utwente.nl/ws/files/109225011/remotesensing_11_00818_v2.pdf
https://people.csiro.au/M/T/Tim-Mcvicar
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Observation datasets.
Data fusion is a specialist area. I think we could identify a standard for this (between known data
types) but that should be a separate process consulting those experts.
Given the need for further development first, it makes more sense for WG3 or GPG (or both) than for
DQ Standards.
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Further Consultation

Cross Cutting: Data Validation
Survey Question: Dataset validation is crucial for trusting the data. A standardised method for
undertaking validation of a dataset at any scale can help harmonise the information extracted from
those data. There are many methods for validation, a selection of which are mentioned here.
a) One way to ensure a standards compliant validation procedure for land cover is to use dedicated
software services that are designed for that use case e.g. LacoWiki. Such systems generate
standardised reports and a confusion matrix which can then be exported. b) Validating values of land
productivity are generally difficult to implement and subjective. Suggestions include assessing
locations using the Collect.Earth service (potentially subjective), the use of flux tower information
(spatially sparse) or the use of destructive biomass sampling (complex and expensive). c) A recent
study, applied to productivity data in Argentina, used pooled expert knowledge to validate the data
outputs. This was seen as a low cost, simple, and fast way to validate maps of vegetation trends.
Please comment on this topic by considering these questions for guidance. What are your thoughts
about using a system such as LacoWiki for land cover validation? Are the methods used in Lakowiki
suitable for LDN reporting? What alternative methods would you recommend? Are services such as
LandPKS suitable for validating sub-indicator values? How best can users have trust in the
sub-indicator data product? What suggestions do you have for a method of data validation for land
productivity data? What minimum standards and methods for validating soil organic carbon estimates
do you wish to see?
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Notes: T
 his should not yet be standardised, although it is required. The feedback is diverse, and a
further in-depth consultation on the specifics of this topic should be considered. Maybe the GPG
update could state that in situ is preferred, and that different options outside of that are available.
Select data provider comments:
Technical review of data used by countries to report on LDN is crucial. These tools should be a part of
the technical review.
It is important that the validation indicators are simple to understand for outsiders/users. e.g. a
variance of the prediction error may say something about the quality but people have serious
problems with its interpretation.
Many good tools are emerging now. Collect Earth and LandPKS are good. They shouldn’t remain a
permanent substitute for intensive fieldwork, however.
1) Land cover: confusion matrices are a good idea for validation and providing accuracy information. It
is important that labels are harmonised. 2) Validation for all indicators should be based on in-situ
observations. Therefore services such as LandPKS could be useful. 3) Soil organic carbon: model
accuracy should be provided (RMSE, measure of fit).
Expert opinion and assessment are good to give users an indication of how much trust to assign to
results.
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For soil carbon, at the end one would need to aim to validate SOC changes, which is tricky.
I think citizen science could play an important role in dataset validation, as proved in the GeoWiki
experience (https://www.geo-wiki.org/).
Validation is the most difficult part. In my opinion, a global validation network should be established,
with information on degradation severity, degraded types (response to each sub-indicator), then a
machine learning model could be built.
One should remember that the 3 sub-indicators are not Land Cover Changes, Land Productivity and
SOC but the land degradation from a LC change perspective, the land degradation from a land
productivity perspective and the land degradation from a SOC perspective. This means that the
validation shall address principally the land degradation from the 3 sub-indicator perspectives. As an
example we can have a very well validated time series of NPP proxy but a poor estimation of land
degradation. The use of LacoWiki is very attractive for LCC validation since it allows to collect
validation points from a large range of validators from either field data or photo interpretation, but the
validation scheme and sampling must be very well designed. Validating land degradation from a land
productivity perspective is more subjective and much more difficult to put in place. The same applies
to the SOC sub-indicator. Here the use of field surveys such as those done with LandPKS can be very
useful. I would not spend time in validating the NPP proxy since this has been largely documented in
scientific publications. Rather than a strict validation of the land degradation from a Land Productivity
perspective, I would go for plausibility checks in well selected hotspot regions (regions giving signs of
improved or decreasing productivity).
The right answer will depend on the resources available in the country. The key is that some sort of
validation should happen. The approach used in the Argentina example relied on the existence of a
network of expert scientists with knowledge on each of the regions, which may not be available in
most cases (this would be my preferred option). If such a network does not exist, then approaches like
Collect Earth or expert workshops should be completed to verify the trends identified by the remote
sensing data. In my opinion validating land cover classification should be done with independent but
local, high quality products.
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Land Cover/Change: Change matrix
Survey Question: A key component of land cover change (LCC) is a change matrix that captures the
transition from one land cover state to another. These matrices are used to best decide which
changes are meaningful and related to land degradation. What approaches would lead to a suitable
minimum standard for defining a change matrix? Methods to consider include societal negotiation
processes or inter-institutional consultation.
Recommendation from Data Providers Workshop

Minimum Standard

Good Practice Guidance

Further consultation

Move to WG3

Notes: T
 his complex concept should be implemented in as simple a manner as possible. It should
possibly be set aside as a separate consultation process with users as transition matrices are not
intuitive to most people. An option is to provide a default based on a reporting class scheme where
users would need to justify any changes. This topic needs further discussion, possibly in WG3.
Select data provider comments:
We noticed that transition matrices were not intuitive to most people, and presenting a matrix with
more than 7 by 7 options, would really confuse the users and increase the errors in land degradation
assessment, totally offsetting any potential benefit from increased number of classes.
The main problem with the change matrix seems to have been a comms one.
with options to justify changes is the best option.

Providing a default

Revision of the GPG must be clearer at stating that the default matrix is not prescriptive.
The change matrix is a matter of debate and disagreement. One suggestion would be to propose a
default matrix.
The change matrix should be the same for all countries so it is comparable. The change matrix could
have a smaller dimension than the number of classes (some of them would be aggregated). If
countries do not use the same classes, they should explain why. It is important to document it.
Europe has a long story using change matrices in a standardized way to assess change. 44x44
classes is not feasible, so have moved to meaningful categories to reflect change. These categories
allow you to go from Land Cover to Land Use (agriculture, urban area). Land cover change matrix is
very important and should be standardized across countries so that countries can be combined. A
hierarchic matrix is a good choice to capture most land use processes.
We rarely talk about accuracy/uncertainty of the numbers in the LC/LU matrix. We need to make room
for planned LUC/LCC reporting.
Useful to have a default matrix to ensure that results are understood across countries. There needs to
be more understanding on the importance of the matrix and modify it as needed. If we expand the
number of classes it becomes even more important to understand the change matrix. Standard is
important but we also need explanations on the implications of the values.
Need to align the definition of degradation between UNCCD reporting and SEEA.
Using the example of planned agricultural expansion being valued automatically as degradation when
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it is not viewed as such by a country. There is already provision in three ways to address the valuation
of change in a way to reflect a reality like this. At the highest level, the country can set the baseline in
a way that anticipates this in advance. Second, the country can value changes in the change matrix
as they see fit (in aggregate). And third, a country can adjust by location to account for false positive
and false negatives based on feedback received from local ground verification. While conceptually
countries can employ these methods, it may be necessary to propose guidance and possibly changes
in the Trends.Earth software which facilitate implementing these approaches.
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Miscellaneous Points

Data provider comments: Cross Cutting
Good quality metadata allowing full traceability regarding how the data were generated is needed.
Additional guidelines or standards to report on the data quality itself are required, to help make the
data products reproducible.
If in situ data are used in the processing chain (e.g. for calibration, validation or training) these should
be documented.
Possible routes for consideration

Good Practice
Guidance

Move to WG1

Move to WG3

Further consultation

Data provider comments: Land Cover Change
20

There is a proliferation of specialised land cover maps such as human settlement maps (GHSL ,
21
22
23
GUF, WSF), surface water maps (GSWE ), forest maps (GFC ), and mangrove maps (GMW )
which have dedicated and highly optimised processing chains. In all cases, these specialised
datasets have a higher accuracy on the classes they are addressing than the "generic" land cover
datasets. Many generic land cover datasets are now using the specialised maps either as training
data in their machine learning classification or as direct input layers. Some maps use a mixture of
optical and SAR imagery to overcome the limitations of single sensor approaches. This is the case
24
for the World Settlement Footprint (WSF ) which uses the high backscattering of built up to
distinguish bare soil and human settlements (a source of confusion for approaches based only on
optical data). The LDN community of specialists and users should remain aware of what specialist
maps are being generated so that they can be used as supplemental inputs to the LDN process, if
required.
Regarding how land cover change datasets can be generated, the dense time series of Sentinel 2
(optical) and Sentinel 1 (radar) which have respectively a 5-day and 12-day revisit time allows the
use of temporal features (i.e. temporal statistics or phenological parameters) in the LC classification.
Temporal features are new input features which change the way land cover maps are produced. In
that context the availability of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) temporal features (applied to the
different polarisations) allows the potential improvement of land cover accuracies.

20
21
22
23
24

https://ghsl.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
https://global-surface-water.appspot.com/
https://earthenginepartners.appspot.com/science-2013-global-forest
https://www.globalmangrovewatch.org/
https://www.worldsettlementfootprint.info/home
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The use of machine and deep learning (ML/DL) approaches have changed the way that land cover
mapping is done. These new methods move the land cover complexity away from the classification
scheme towards the training datasets. In practical terms, this means that the training datasets are
becoming as, if not more, important as the classification scheme itself.
Possible routes for consideration

Good Practice
Guidance

Move to WG1

Move to WG3

Further consultation

Data provider comments: Land Productivity
Linking the indicator reduction to something easier to communicate (e.g. crop production) would be
helpful, specifically in relation to LP indices.
Expectation management is critical and these data may be less accurate than a policy maker would
expect. That needs to be communicated.
Possible routes for consideration

Good Practice
Guidance

Move to WG1

Move to WG3

Further consultation

Data user comments
The process has to consider that we have very diverse country situations. We have to have a
process that considers the situation of Brazil, Benin, Madagascar, Mauritius,...
Data quality should be the first thing to be included.
I have observed that the total land degradation calculation is usually equal to the LPD calculation.
Also LPD degradation related values tend to be much higher than the land cover and soil organic
carbon degradation data. Efforts should be made to include land degradation processes like
vegetation degradation, water erosion, water logging etc as they are already available historically
and are easy to map.
SDG indicator 15.3.1 should also consider climate parameters and more information about soil
threats (erosion, contamination, soil biodiversity loss, compaction, etc.)
We are concerned about the cost of monitoring the content and changes in carbon in the soil;
taking into account biological, climatic, geomorphological and soil type diversity.
If we could get the most recent data then it will be good for providing more valid results SDG
indicator 15.3.1. More importantly, it should be supported by ground validation.
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We still need consensus on carbon stock calibration method and need technical assistance in
this target.
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Appendix B: Decision Trees
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Page 1: Data Quality Standards Decision Trees
Start with this tree and move through the process. Please record your choices where you see a [ ] for your record keeping and to aid reporting. Detailed information about each
standard is available in Appendix A to the ‘GEO-LDN Data Quality Standards Technical Note’.

This set of decision trees is to aid the user and data
provider in checking national and sub-national
datasets against the LDN data quality standards. Do
you want to use data at these scales?

No

Yes
No

Yes

Do you currently generate existing national /
sub-national products for the sub-indicators land
cover change, land productivity or carbon stocks?

Do you have the capacity
(human resource, computing,
etc.) to generate national /
sub-national sub-indicator
products?

Yes

Note
National data provider:

Unfortunately the existing
product does not meet the
standard. You can recalculate
the product using raw data or
use global data. Or override
the standard.

It is recommended that the sub-indicator
dataset meet a 100m cell (pixel) size
minimum standard. It can be finer (e.g.
30m). Can your data do this?

Yes

Please use global data

Global data provider:

No

To be eligible for use in the
LDN process at a (sub)
national level a minimum
100m cell (pixel) size is
required. If your data are
100m or finer then they can
be used for national LDN
studies and reporting.

No

The data resolution is [ ]

but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]
Note
National data provider:

The suggested standard is to use Analysis
Ready Data (ARD) as input. Does the input data
meet this standard?

No

Yes
The ARD processing applied is [ ]

Global data provider:

To be eligible for use in the
LDN process your data or
data product should be ARD
compliant. In EO terms this
means at least Level 2 data
are used as input. Please
direct the data user to
information on your ARD
processing steps, whether
online or in metadata.

but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

Do you need to mosaic / composite
your input data?

Yes
For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents

No

Which sub-indicator are
you interested in?

No

Land Cover
Change

Do you want to develop
this capacity?

Yes

No

Analysis Ready Data gives
confidence that input data is
ready for further processing.
Your data provider will be
able to tell you if ARD have
been used. At least level 2
data are suggested. Or you
can override the standard.

No

Land Productivity
Carbon Stocks

Go to Page 2
Go to Page 3
Go to Page 4

Please use global data

Contact Working Group 1

Page 2: Data Quality Standards Decision Trees: Land Cover/Change

Note

Detailed information about each standard is available in Appendix A to the ‘GEO-LDN Data Quality Standards Technical
Note’.

It is suggested that the land cover
temporal coverage standard for national
data is a 1 year period. Do your data meet
this standard?

National data provider:
The land cover product
should ideally be updated
annually. You can use
global data or you can
override the standard and
update the product in a
manner that enables you to
progress with monitoring
and reporting LDN.

No

No

Yes

Global data provider:
It is recognised that annual
global land cover data
products are challenging to
produce.
If
you
are
currently unable to meet
this standard, are you
working towards this?

but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

The data temporal coverage is [ ]

Land cover classes
As a standard, a national product should try to use a
hierarchical class structure

For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents

Class structure notes [ ]
Note
User:
As a user it is strongly
recommended that your
national and sub-national
data meet these standards.
Information regarding the
choices made should be
reported.

As a standard, land cover classes should be able to
aggregate to the GPG listed reporting scheme
Aggregation notes [ ]

As a standard, the land cover classification should try
to attain internal consistency across dates

No
Internal consistency notes [ ]

Data provider:
Land cover datasets should
attempt to meet these
standards. Current thinking
is to aggregate to the SEEA
reporting scheme. Further
details are in the Technical
Note and GPG.

Does your classification meet these standards?

No
but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

Yes
For the reasons stated in the notes above

For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents

Note
Data provider:
The LCML standard
aids the translation of
classifications between
data
products
e.g.
CORINE and LCCS
can be compared using
LCML. If providing a
ready to use product, it
should conform to the
LCML standard

No

Do your data meet the LCML standard?

Yes
No
but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents
Note
User:
If your data has met the
preceding
standards,
then you should be able
to generate change
layers which can then
then
be
assessed.
Recheck the previous
steps.

It is recommended that land cover change is
assessed using accuracy metrics.
Are you able to report the accuracy of the
change assessment?

No

No

Yes

but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

Your national land cover data should be
ready for reporting and monitoring

Page 3: Data Quality Standards Decision Trees: Land Productivity Detailed information about each standard is available in Appendix A to the ‘GEO-LDN
Data Quality Standards Technical Note’.
Note

No

Do your data meet the current temporal coverage standard for global
data, of 15 years?

User:
These decision trees attempt
to help the transition from
global data to (sub-) national
for LDN monitoring and
reporting. Meeting minimum
data standards helps this.
Current global data (see GPG)
can be used if national data
are not available.

Yes
The suggested temporal coverage standard for national data is a 3
year period. Do your data meet this standard?

Data provider:
Regularly
available
data,
obtainable over a minimum of
a
3
year
period,
is
recommended for inclusion
into the LDN process.

No
but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

Yes
The data temporal coverage is [ ]

For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents

Land Productivity products require a suitable time-series. If you use
different base data sources, it’s suggested you link the datasets
using linear regression as standard.

Note

The Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is the default /
minimum standard for computing spatial productivity. Do your data
allow computation of NDVI?

Yes
The data have the following bands [ ]

No

The NDVI is a minimum standard. However,
each country is able to determine what index to
use based on national circumstances. Is a
different index being implemented?

User:
NDVI
is
computed
using red and near
infrared spectral bands.
Your
data
should
include these bands.
The calculation itself is
simple to perform, but
care must be taken
when analysing the
results.

No

No
but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

Data provider:
Can
you
provide
ready-processed NDVI
datasets for the area
under study?

Yes
Note the index and why
you chose it [ ]

For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents
Additional processing standards must be applied
for reporting

To make land productivity indices compatible it is
beneficial to harmonise data. To do this the standard is to
assess/report levels of change for an index.

For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents

For LDN reporting analysis should account for growing
season. The standard is to use proportional methods and
phenological year to creates global parity.

The effect of seasonality and climate on productivity
signals is complex. The standard is to keep the data in
an unprocessed form. Are you accounting for climate
through normalisation/calibration?

Yes
The following method is
applied, for these reasons [ ]

No

Your national land productivity data should be
ready for reporting and monitoring

Page 3: Data Quality Standards Decision Trees: Carbon Stocks (Soil Organic Carbon - SOC)
Detailed information about each standard is available in Appendix A to the ‘GEO-LDN Data Quality Standards Technical Note’.

Note

It is suggested that national soil monitoring organisations aim to
create SOC datasets as part of a soil inventory that is updated
every 10 years. Do your SOC data meet this criterion?

No

User:
This is an ambitious standard.
It is encouraged that more
datasets transition towards this.
In the meantime, global data
can be used in LDN processing
/ reporting.

No
Yes
The update period is [ ]

Data provider:
The specific time period will
depend on local rates of
change, the change methods
used and local conditions. It is
recognised that it may be
difficult for countries to attain
this standard time period.
Collaboration with regional and
global efforts to improve soil
datasets will be important.

but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

Uncertainty reporting for SOC data has been listed as a crucial component. It is
suggested that pixel level values of data uncertainty are required as a minimum.
Is your dataset able to provide spatial uncertainty assessment reported per pixel?

For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents

Note

No

Yes

User:
Understanding uncertainty
in any situation is key. If
pixel level uncertainty is
not available please note
the
dataset
level
uncertainty if possible.

Uncertainty is reported as [ ]

No
but I want to use these data
[enter reason here]

It is recognised that spatial stratification may be needed to be applied.
Although not a standard, guidance is available

National data provider:
A move towards pixel/cell
level
uncertainty
is
encouraged ( measured or
modelled). In lieu of this
dataset
levels
of
uncertainty are requested.

For more information on this:
go to the GPG documents

Your national SOC data should be ready
for reporting and monitoring

Sources of further information to help the development of regional/national/local SOC monitoring:
Guidelines for estimation of soil organic carbon in the context of land degradation neutrality planning and monitoring
https://knowledge.unccd.int/publication/realising-carbon-benefits-sustainable-land-management-practices-guidelines-estimation
Carbon Accounting Tools for Sustainable Land Management
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/318251544164909341/pdf/132767-6-12-2018-14-1-54-SLMFullReportFINAL.pdf
Global Soil Laboratory Network (GLOSOLAN)
http://www.fao.org/global-soil-partnership/pillars-action/5-harmonization/glosolan/en/

